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                           '                                                    '                 t tt t        1. GENERAL rNTRODUCTrON AND PURPOSE OF [VHE PRESENT STUDY

                                                             '                                                         '                                       '                      '                           tt                                                          '                                                       '                          '     Tn order to understand the neural mechanisms for processing the sensory
                                     .                        tt.                                                     '                                                            '                                                   '                                                                      'signals in the central nervous system, it is importaRt to analyze the

detailed neuronal or synaptic organization of the system as .well as the
                                         ' ttnature of the input signals. The olfaetory bulb represents a good. substrate
                                                                       '                                                                '                                    'for such an analysis in that its neuronal elements are arr , ,nged .in a well

defined laminated structure. Taking advantage of this simple ne.uronal i
                            'arrangement, Rall and Shepherd (1968) sueceeded in eonstrueting a powerful
mathematical model and proposed a new concept of.!' .dendrodenaritic synaptie
actiOn". :n this new concept, it was postu•eated ihat the dendrite can be
       '                                                            'a presynaptic structure as well as a postsynaptic one.. This is eontrary

to the generally accepted view that the dendrite functions mainly as a
                                'postsYnaptic structure. Xn parallel with this theoretical advanee, there

has been a great progress in the electronmicroscopic investigations of the
          'o!factory bulb which were greatly facilitated by the laminated neural
                                                                  tt                                                    '                                                              '                      'structures. One of the important outcome of these studies was a discovery
        '                                                     'of the "reciprocal synapses" between the dendrites of bulbar neurons which
                    .
fully corroborated the concept of the dendrodendritie synaptic action (e.g.

Hirata, 1964; Andres, 1965; Rall et al. 1966). Furthermore, recent electron-

microseopie investigations have demonstrated such dendrodendritic synapses
                                                              'in many other parts of the nervous system. Such a generality of the dendro-
dendritÅ}c synapses suggests that the dendrodendritic synaptic interactions
                                                                '                                                       'may not be an unusual phenomenon but occur widely in various parts of the •
                                                          '                                                    '  '                                                                '                                                              '                                               '
     In contrast to the theoretical and anatomical data supporting the new

concept, which undoubtedly is of great significance for the understanding of

the nervous system in general, electrophysiologieal data substantiating it

have been relatively scanty. Considering the importance of the understanding
                       '                                      'of the electrophysiological properties of the synaptie transmission in the
                     'olfactory bulb, it seemed desirable to undertake a more detail.ed analysis

of the synaptic potentials of bulbar neurons using intracellu!ar recording
techniques. [I]his study is divided into five seetions (Section A-E). ' The

detailed introduction of each subject and the purpose of each section will

be described in the head of the respective section.



                   2. ANATOMY OF THE OLFACTORY BULB

                                       '                                                                 '                    '                •i                    'in..::e.,2:heillail.Cg.dlegraTMh.<l,lkgli[lgsfllillllfovnZhncga+"rsPh.2110illyO..f;.:e,:i.fgCitfZEII.b."yibb.l:..6

lalso shown at- Aheleft of this figure. They are; • ' ' ' . '

                                                          '                                                               '                                                   '        '1. 01factory Nerve l.ayer (QNL)' .• ''' . '' '
                             ' ' • •2. Glomerular Layer (GL) . ' ' : .-
                                                               .                         tt                                                           '                                                      '                                                            ' • 3. External Plexiforrn Layer (EPL) • . . .' '
     '                                           '                                                      '                                              '  . 4. MitTal Cell Layer (MCL) ., . '. . ••
  . 5. Internal PZexiforTn Layer (JPL) ' ' .. '' .
                                                  tt                                                     '                                                    '   . 6. Granule Cell Layer (.GCL) . . . . . .
                                       '     Olfaetory nerves, which are the axons of olfactory receptors in the

olfactory epithelium, enter the olfaetory bulb from its surface. Thus
the most superfÅ}cial layer of the olfactory bulb contains. mainly the

olfactory nerves (ONL). The olfactory nerves then enter the glomerular

layer (-GL) and ramify within the glomeruli. They synapser on terminal

dendritic tufts of secondary olfactory neurons, i.e. mitral cells, tufted
cells and periglomefular cells. AbQut 500 F deep to this layer is mitral

ce!1 layer, where the somata of large mi,tral cells lie in a thin sheet.

The mitral cell sencis its axon to the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) and

usually one prinary dendrite to a glomerulus. In addition to this, each
mitral cell has several secondary dendrites xghich run obliquely and

terminate within the external plexiform layer. Deep to the mitral cell
layer, there exist many small axonless cells (granule eells). The granule

cell has- two types of dendrites. The peripheral processes of the granule
dells run to the external plexiform layer and branch repeatedly there.

The peripheral process in the EPL has spine-Zike appendages called
                                 'gemmU!es. In contra$t tQ this, the deep dendrites of the granule eells

run to the deep portion of the GCL. Beside the mitral aRd granule cells,

the olfactory bulb contains tufted cells in the EPL and periglomerular
                                                     '                                                   '    'cells tn GL,''  The bulb also contain$ small number of short-axon eells
                                                         '                         ttscattered in the GL, EPL and GCL. ' .                                                        '
     According to AllisQn (1953), there are about 50,OOQ,OOO olfactory

receptor eells in the right or left olÅíaetory epi.thelium of the rabbit.

Eaeh reeeptor cells seerned to send one axon to only 6ne glomerulus in

the olfactory bulb. Sinee one olfactory bulb contains approximately

19QQ glomeruli, a massive convergence of olfactory nerves to one glomerulus

5
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the neuronal Qr. ganization in rabbit olfactory
bulb: ONL, olfactory nerve !ayer; GL, glomerular iayer; EPL, external
plexiform layer; MCL, mitral cell layer; IPL, internal plexiforrn layer;
GCL, grqnule cell layer; pg, periglomerular cell; tf, tufted cell; m,
mÅ}t?al cell; gr, granule cell; LOT, lateral olfactory traet.
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thern (Iin one side of the olfqctory epithelium and the olfactQry bulb)
are shQwn in A. After Al!isQn(l9SS)



                  •• •• •. 8              '                          '                                              tt
can be estimated (about 26,OOO olfactory nerves to one glomerulus). In

addition, one can calculate from the total number of the tufted and mitral

cells in the olfactory bulb that ong. glomerulus reeeive-dendritic projections

from about 68 tufted cells and 24 mitral cells as indicated in Fig. 2. .
     In addition to the primary afferent input (olfactory nerves), the

olfactory bulb receives various central inputs from the telencephalon

(Fig. 3). According to Price and Powell (1970e), there are at least
three types of extrinsic inputsfrom teleneephalon to the olfactory bulb.

The first is the fibers from anterior conEnissure (AC) that end upon the

deep dendrites and soEiata oÅí granule eells. The second is the fibers

whtch arise from cells in the lpsilateral anterior olfactory nucleus (AON).•

The third is the centrifugal fibers (CF) which arise from cells in the
ipsilateral ndcleus of the horizonta! limb of the diagonal band, run

i;II :lei:e:2g.LOT and terminate upon the peripherai processes of the
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i it

A, SPIKE GENERATION IN THE MTTRAL CEL:L DENDRITE

   . The ability of spike generation in dendrites of chromatoiyzed
motoneurons (Eccles, Libet & young, 1958; Kuno & Llin5s, 1970). and some

normal mamnalian neurons (Maekawa & Purpura, 1967; Purpura, Desiraju,

Prelevic & Santini, 1968; Purpura & McMurtry, 1965; Purpura & Shofer) 1964;

Purpura, Shofer & Scorff, 1965; Spencer & Kandel, 1961) has been suggested
by the findings of brief, depolarizing partial responses or fast pre-• • '

potentia!s (FPPs). Purpura (1966) pointed out that 'in the experimental

situations in whlch impulse inÅ}tiation has been suspected in the dendTites

of mature marmalian neurons, anatomieal evidence has indicated the
operation of relatively powerful axodendritic excitatorY synaptic pathways

in the production of dendritic spikes'. From anatomieal studies (Allison,

1953; Cajal, 1955), it is well known that the mitral cells of the rabbit

olfactory bulb recedve olfaetory nerve inputs on the primary dendrites

exelusively within the glomeruli, about 500 vm from the soma, as shown
schematically in Fig. 4r. Previous investigators (Shepherd, 1963; Yamamoto,

Yamamoto & Iwama, 1963) have shown that a mitral cell discharges.one or

a few impulses in response to olfactory nerve or olfactory mucosa

stimulation. Yamamoto et al. (1963) reported, in their intracellular

recordings from the mitral cells, that olfactory mucosa stimulation

elicited a smail depolarization with superimposed spikes, but that not
infrequently spikes were ev6ked withoutj)<remarkable depolarization. rt

  'seems necessary, however, to acquire more detailed information about the
                                                                     'electrical properties of the rnitrai eell dendrite. • • '
                                                 '      '                                 '

                              A-1, METHOD
                                                             '  . Experinents were performed on adult albino rabbits anesthetized with
urethane (lethyl carbamate) or a mixture of urethane and chloralose,2and

in half the cases, immobilized with gallamine triethiodide (FlaxedYl and

artifieia!!y ventilated. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. G.

A bipolar eleetrode was used for lateral olfactory tract stimulation and

a concentric electrode was placed at the most rostral part of the dorsal
                                                                           '                                                                '                                             'surface of the olfactory bulb for olfactory nerve stimulation. Intracellular

recordings from mitral cells were obtained with micropipettes filled with

2 M KCI or 2 M potassium citrate. Although most neurons were damaged by
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                                   'than 2 h, spikes of more than 40 mV (41-60 mV) and no remarkable fluctuation
of the membrane resting potential (which ranged Åírom -50 to -64 mV).

       '        '                                    '                                         '
                       '                                              tt                             A-2 RESULTS
                        '
     Fig.. 5 shows an example of intracellular reeordings from the mitral

eells. Lateral olfactory tract stimulation elicited an antidrgmie spike

whieh was followed by a long lasting hyperpolarization, as shown in

Fig. 5A. An orthodromic response of this mitral cell to olfaetory nerve
stimulation is shown in Fig. 5B. A single spike was elicited on the
                            '        'rising phase of a small depolarization and this orthodronic spike was also

followed by a long lasting hyperpolarization. If the antidromic spike
was placed several milliseconds before the orthodromic spike, a diseontinuity

between a brief depolarizing potential (FPP) of about 9.mV and the rest

of the spike appeared in the rising phase of the latter spike (Fig. SC).

In some cases, the FPP could be seen in isolation, as is shown in Fig. 5D,

and when stimulus strength of the orthodromic volley was weakened, the
FPP disappeared in ' an 'all-or-none' fashion. Superimposed tracings of

the orthodromic spikes following the conditioning antidromic response

are shown in Fig. 5E. When the interval betweeR the conditioning
antidromic spike and the testing orthodromic spike was decreased, the

inflection of FPP and the rest of the test spike was aecentuated, as

oblique arrows on the traces of the two orthodromic spikes indicate, and,
                    'by further decreasing of the stimulus intervals, FPPs were isolated in

two traees and finally the FPP also disappeared and only a small, slow
depolarization could be seen. In rare cases an A--B inflection (Phillips,

Powell & Shepherd, 1963) (the arrow with a star) appeared in the rising

phase of the test spike with an amplitude of about 20 mV which had almost
                                   'the identical height of the A-B inflection of the antidromic spike. Except

for the presumed M-spike in afew eases, no FPP was observed in the '
                                                            'rising phase of the antidromic spike when preeeded by another antidromic

or orthodromic spike. [Irhe FPPs of the orthodromÅ}c spikes were distinguish-

able from the M-spikes of the antidromic responses with respect to

amplitude and time course. These results suggest that the FPPs are not

generated in the initial segment or in the meduZlated axonal segment.
 ' Fig. 6 shows another method of demonstrating the existence of the
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Fig. 5 FPPs on the rising phase of the orthodromic spike of a mitral
cell revealed by conditioning lateral olfactory traet stimulation. A:
an antidromic rbsponse produced by lateral olfactory tract stimulation.
B: an orthodromic response produced by olfactory nerve stimulation. C
and D: effects of the conditioning antidromic response upon the testing
orthodromic spike. E: superimposed tracings of orthodremic spikes
                                                               'preceded by a conditioning antidromic response. Stimulus intervals are
gradually decreased.' -The arrow with a star indicates the A-B iRflection.
Upwards arrows indicate the times of olfactory nerve stimulation. Voltage
calibrations as indicated. Time scale: 5 rnsec!division.



                                                                           l5'
         t ttt t tt t                              '                                                             'FPPs. In Fig. 6A, the orthodromic spike of another mitral cell (upper

middle trace) is shown just as in Fig. 5B. when the stimulus strength
was weakened (lower middZe trace),.a very small, slow depolarization

(which may be the EPSP produced in the olfactory glomerulus by olfactory

nerve volley and spread electrotonically to the soma) could be seen, but

FPPs were not seen in isolation. During the passage of.a hyperpolarizing
current (]2.4 nA) to.the soma, which presumably is the site of impalement,

an inflection of FPP and the rest of the spike was seen (Fig..6B), and

when a little stronger eurrent (2.6 nA) was applied, Fi?P appeared in isolation

         .. This FPP disappeared only when very strong hYperpolarizing .(-Fig. GC)

currents were applied. Fig. 6D shows superimposed tracings of the 3 ortho-
dromie responses of another mitral cell during a hyperpolarizing current

injection. An olfactory nerve volley elicited a full spike with an '
                'inflection (arrow) on the rising phase. This inflection coincides with

the peak of FPPs sometimes elicited in isolation. The.lower middle trace

of a s!ow depolarization was obtained when stimulus strength was weakened

to just subthreshold for FPP generation. The antidromic spikes never
showed such a sequence (i.e., slow depolarization-FPP-full spike) but
disappeared eompldtely when a hyperpolarizing current was injected, just

as when preceded by another antidromic spike. This also suggests that
the FPPs are not generated in the axonal segment.

     By hyperpolarizing current injeetions or by conditioning antidromic

response, or by both, FPPs were elearly seen in 10 antidromically identified

mitral eells out of 12 tested mttral cells and in two untdentified ceUs
located in or near the dorsal mitral cell layer (judged by the extraeel-

lular field potential). Since the stimulating electrode was put on the

dorsal bundle of the olfaetory nerve, it was not possibie to record

orthodromic responses or to show the FPPs clearly in the mitral cells .
                                                          'located in the ventral mitral cell layer, but spontaneous discharges of

these cells often shQwed'two modes of spike generation, i.e. the spikes

::,l.2e,$gl:i,://:Ze,:[.:l:..W.,ge7-;l;r.l?mg potentiais and spikes with th.

                          '                                                    '                                                          '                                                         '                                                               '              '                                                     '        • A•-3, DISCUSSZON '.
         '     As stated in the results, the FPPs are not likely to be of axonal

origin. Furthermore, a very strong hyperpolarizing current was needed
to eliminate the FPPs. The FPP generation site may be loeated in the
dendrite rather far frorn the soma. Recently Pinching (-1971) found
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Fig. 6 FPPs appearing during hyperpolarizing current injections. A:
an orthodromic response of an identified mitral cell to olfactory
nerve' stimulation' (upper middle record), and response to subthreshold
stimulation (lower middle record), and extracellular field potential
with same stimulus strength as A (bottom record). !n B and C, hyper-
polarizing currents of 2.4 nA and 2.6 nA were injected, respectively.
Uppermost traces in A, B and C are eurrent monitors. An aTrow indicates
the inflection of the FPP and the rest of the spike in B. D: superimposed
tracing of orthodromic response during a hyperpolarizing current injec-
tion. Note the correspondence of the inflection of a full spike with
an isolated FPP. A slow depolarization (lower middle trace> was elicited
by just subthreshold olfactory nerve stimulation for spike generation.

          ttBottom trace is a recording without olfactory nerve stimulation. Voltage
calibrations as indicated. Time scale: 5 msecldivision. •• ''• .. . ' .
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                                               'that 'in the rat the portion of the mitral cell primary dendrite passing

from the superficial part of the external plexiform layer through the

periglomerular region up to the pripary glomerular branching point is

covered by several thin cytoplasmic lamellae of glial origin, and in the
                 '               'monkey', these dendritic segments have become myelinated'.. This corFesponds
        '                                     'to our findings because the small ampiitudes of the FPPs suggest that there

exist an electrically inexcitable membrane area between the soma and the ''

active membrane which is responsible for the FPP, as was alreqdy discussed

on the apical dendrite of the hippocampal pyramidal neuron (Spencer &

Kandel, 1961). Since the olfactory nerve synapses on the' rnitral cell

primary dendrite exc!usively within the olfactory glomerulus, it is

highly probable that the active membrane responsible for the FPP is located

within the glomeruli, where the primary dendrite arborizes.
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B. INH!BITORY POTENTIALS !N MZTRAL CELLS AND DENI)iU)DENDRrTIC SYNAPTIC

PATHW7AYS BETWEEN MITRAL AND GRANULE CELLS

                               '                                   '                                                   '      Ahtidromic stimuiation of the laterai olfhctory tract (Ldr) produces

a prolonged inhibition of mitral cell activity in the rabbit olfactory bulb

(Green, Mancia & Baumgarten, 1962; Ochi, 1963; Phillips, Powell & Shepherd,
                                                            '1963; Mcoll,'  1969). Long lasting IPSPs have been demonstrated with
intracellular recordings from mitral cells (Yamamoto, Yamamoto & !wama,

1963; Phillips et al. 1963; Nicoll, 1969; Reese & Shepherd, i972).

Green et al. (1962) suggested that the axon collaterals of mitral cells

had a direct inhibitory effect on the mitral celis. However, later '

physio!ogical studies strongly supported the idea that an inhibitory

intefneuron, most probably a granule cell, is interpolated in the inhibitory

pathway onto the mitral cell (Yamamoto et al. 1963; Phil-lips et al. !963;

Shepherd, 1963; Nicoll, 1969). Furthermore, a dendrodendritic pathway for

synaptic exeitation of granule cells through mitral cell dendrites has been

postulated based on,the theoretical analysis of field potentials in the
olfactory bulb following LOT stimulation (Rall, Shepherd, Reese & Brightman,

1966; Rall & Shepherd, 1968; for a review see Shepherd, l972). Electron- '
microscopical studies of the olfactory bulb have revealed reciproeal synapses

between mitral cell dendrites and the peripheral processes of granule cells

(Fig. 7B and C) (Hirata, 1964; Andres, 1965; Rall et al. 1966; Price & Powell,

1970a; Reese & Shepherd, 1972; Willey, 1973). Moreover, it has been reported

that nearly all the synapses found on mitral cell dendrites and somata,

except in or around the glomerular region, are reciprocal synapses with the
peripheral processes of granule cells (Price & Powell, 1970b; Reese &

Shepherd, 1972). To date, physiological analysis of the inhibitory ,
mechanisms controlling mitral cell activity has been carried out largely by

means of extracellular recordings. It was necessary to obtain intracellular
;:g;g:i:.egS. g}O:hgifi::l.:I.:.:;ik.2:::oi:x.in order to anaiyse directry th.

                                              '                               '                                       '     The first objective of the present study was to clarify the properties
                                                                          'of rPSPs of.mitral cells following LOT stimulation in order to ascertain

whether or not they have similar characteristics as the IPSPs of other

eentral neurons. Secondly, to determine whether or not the inhibitory

synapses are widely distributed on mitral cell dendrites. The third
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Fig. 7 A, Diagrarnatic illustration of the experimental arrangement showing
a stimulating eleetrode placed in the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) and
two types of recording electrodes, a tungusten microelectrode (black one)
for recording the field potential in the middle area of the granule cel!
layer (GCL) and a glass mieroelectrode (white one) for intracellular
recordings. ON, olfactory nerve;'PFC, prefrontal cortex. B, The enlarged
shematie illustration of the region enclosed in the rectangle in A (arrow
with letter S). Histological layers are shown at right; GL, glomerular
layer; EPL, external plexiform layer, MCL, mitral cell layer; GCL, granule
celi layer. Only two types of neurons are shown in this diagram; mitral
cells (M) and granule eells (]G). :Rg, peripheral process of granule cell;
gLt, deep dendrite of granule cell. The traces on'the right of the diagram
are the extracellular field potentials recorded in the EPL (upper trace)
and the GCL (lower trace) following LOT stimulation. The latter are
composed of first negative wave (component 1) and the following large
positive wave (component 2). !, enlarged illustration of the region
enclosed in the cirele in B showing dendrodendritic reciprocal synapses
between mitral cell dendrite (mb) and the gemmule of a granule cell (GG).
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                                   '                                '                'objective was to test the hypothesis of dendrodendritic pathways for

excitation  of granule cells and subs gquent inhibition of mitral cells.

       . B-1. METHOD ,•                                                       tttt                                          '                                                               '                                                   '                                                 '                                '             tt 2,l!!gRg!g!l,g!}Et '•'
     Seventy-two albino rabbits weighing between 1.7 tg 3.2 kg were
anaesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of 207. urethane (1-!.2g/kg) or

a mixture of 20Z urethane (lglkg) and 1% chloralose (5mg/kg) arid later '

supplemented by intravenous injection of 10% urethane when. needed. i5 ,.
                                                                   'animals were then immobilized with I.V. Flaxed" (gallamine triethiodide)
(10mg!kg) and artificially ventilated through a tracheal canulla• A
                       'venous catheter was inserted into the saphenous vein. The animal was then
                                                              'mounted dn a stereotaxie instrument (Narishige SN-3). ''Drainage of the
    ;cerebrospinal fluid at the atlantooccipital linkage was routinely carried
out in order to mininize the pulsation of the brain. Op' enings were made

in the dorsal cranium for introducing stirnulating eleetrodes and in the

bone overlying the dorsal surface of the olfactory bulb for inserting the

recording electrodes. The exposed surface of the olfactory bulb was covered

by a mixture of warmed mineral oil and white vaseline in order to reduce
cooling and drying. The rectal temperature was monitored and kept within

35.50C and 390C byaheating pad. '
                             Stimulation
     For stimulation of the LOT, bipolar electrodes of aeupuncture needles

(amalgam of silver, nickel and iron) insulated except for the tip were

stereotaxically inserted into the LOT (Fig. 7A). The final position of

the stimulating electrode was determined following small adjustments to

obtain a low threshold antidromic field potential in the olfactory bulb.

In 10 experiments, the left eye was enucleated and the lateral side of

the craniuin overiying the LOT was opened in order to place the stimulating

electrode directly on the surface of the LOT under visual eontrol                                                                . Single
                                                                         'square pulses of O.1 msec in duration were used for stknulating the LOT. ..
                             '                                                                       ttStimulation was usually at a frequency of O.81sec. At the end of the•

experiment, a small electrolytic lesion was made at the site of stimulation

which was later checked histologically.

       . •. ' • ' Recording
                          '     The electrode placement is shown in Fig. 7A. For intracellular
                                                          'recording, micropipettes field with 2M K-Cl, 2M K-citrate or 2M K-acetate
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Fig. 8 lntracellular potentials of mitral cells evoked by single LOT
stimulation, In A, an antidromic spike and a subsequent IPSP are shown
at three different sweep speeds Cupper traces>. g shows mitral cell
res•ponses to just threshold stimulation for the antidromic activation
of this ce!1. C, !ntracellular responses of mitral cells to LOT stimulation
at indicated stimulus intensities (multiples of the threshold stimulus
strength CTi Åíor eliciting the hyperpoiarization).. The latency of the
antidromic spike of this cell was 2 msec, which was later disappeared
due to the deteriolation. The lower traces in A and B show the extracel-
lular Åíield potentials recorded just outside of the impaled ceZl. Spikes
retouched.
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                                                    '                         '                                  '                               'having 15--80 Ma resistance were used. The micropipettes were driven
                                                           '       'vertically from the dorsal surface of the olfactory bulb by a eonventional
oil micromanipulator. Contact of the micropipette tip with the surface '
of the olfactory bulb was adjusted undet direct vision using a binocular
                                                                'micrgs6ope. In addition, a tungusten electrode was inserted in the

rnlddle area of the GCL in the olfactory bulb for recording the field
          'potential in the GCL. The mieroelectrode was eonnected to a preamplifier
(Mhon-Koden MEZ 9001) designed Åíor both recording and passing-eurrents

through single microelectrodes. The reeorded signals were then amplified

                 .-and displayed on an oscilloscope and photographed on X-ray film. The
resting membrane potential was simultaneously monitored by a DC-pen recorder.

A silver plate coated with silver chloride was placed on the temporal '
                                                      'musele asareference eleetrode. . '
       '    r

                             B--2. RESULTS -
                     !dentification of mitral cells
                                                                 '       '     [Rie mieropipette was progressively advanced from the dorsal surface of

the olfactory bulb,(Flg. 7A). and extraeellular field potentials evoked by

LOT stimulation were recorded. The field potential has a charaeteristic
pattern at each layer in the olfactory bulb so that the position of the
micropipette can be determined accurately (cf. Phillips et al. 1963; Ra!1

& Shepherd, 1968). For example, the second negative wave of the field
                                                                        '
potential in the external plexiform layer (EPL) reverses its polarity at
                      '                            'or near the mitral cell layer and becomes a large positive wave in the GCL

(Component 2 in Fig. 7B). Impaled cells at or near the mitral cell layer

were identified a$ mitral cells when they were activated antidromically
Åírom the LOT (.cf. Fig. 8A(Lt)>. The latencies of the antidromic spike

potentials of mitral cells varied from 1.0 to 2.1 msec (mean 1.7 ! O.3 msec
                                                          '                      'S.D., N=242) but the following observations on the properties of LOT-evoked

IPSPs described in this communication were similary seen in mitral cells .•
                                                                 '::sg ggggeE2::..g:t;sg:ml:.g;gtye7teko""n }.aX;.2fii::s..[Y':.d:g:.:i:g:gt;S.22::,,..

                                                                         'of the resting membrane potential. The level of spontaneous discharges
of these mitral cells were usually less than 5 impulses!sec and the
resting membrane potentials ranged from -45 to -72 mV. ' 'rtNe recording

times ranged from 4 minutes to more than 2 hours.

  ' Inhibitory postsyna tic otentials of mitral cells
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                     '                      '                              '                                                      '    ln almost all mitral cell (238 out of 240 mitral cells) .recordings,
                                    t ttstimulation of the LOT produced a large and prolonged hyperpolarization
     'in addition to an antidromic spike potential, as shown in Fig. 8A(!z) and
                    '(e). This hyperpolarization was clearly distinguished from an after-
 -                                                 'hyperpolarization of the antidromie spÅ}ke by the fol!owing two observations:
          '                        'first, when the stimulus strength was adjusted to just subthreshold for
                                                                 'antidromic aetivation of the cell, the hyperpolarization could-be evoked
    '  'without antidromie spike invasion (Fig. 8B); second, the hyperbolarization
                                                                        '   'remained even in those. cells in which the spike generating mechanism was.

damaged (Fig. 8C). The inhibitory effects of the hyperpolarization could

be seen as depression of spontaneous activity and as interference with

synaptic activation from olfactory nerve input (cf. Mori & Takagi, 1975).

!n addition, intracellular applieation of hyperpolarizing current reduced
    i                                                   '                   '                                                                       'the amplitude of the hyperpolarizing potential and eventually converted

it into a depolarization (.cf. Fig. 10). These observations indieate

that the hyperpolarization is an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP)
                    'similar to that found in spinal Tnotoneurons (Cormbs, Eccles & Fatt, 19S5)

and other nerve cells (cf. Eecles, 1964). Fig. 8C shovifs the finely

graded nature of the IPSPs in relation to the intensity of LOT stimulation.

As the stimulus $trength was increased, both the amplitude and duration
of the IPSPs gradually increased. Suprarnaximal LOT stimulation (i.e.

stimulus strength adjusted so that an increase would not further augment

the evoked potentials) produced large and prolonged IPSPs whose peak
amplitudes ranged from 5 to 21 mV (.mean 14j 4 mV S.D., N=173). However,

the amplitude$ were influenced by the level of the membrane potential
                       '              '(cf. Fig. 10). IPSPs in mitral cells had slow rise times, attaining
their flat peak 10 to 32 msec (rrmean 19 L4 msee S.D., N=159) after LOT

stimulation, and having a much slower deeay time. The total duration of
                        'IPSPs varied among the reeordings from different mitral cells whthin the
                                             'range oÅí 60 msec to 650 msee (mean 300S.l40 msec S.D., N=64). '

      Conductance'chan es'of the'mitral'eell membrane'durin TPSPs

     The cQnductance changes of the Tnitral ce!! Tnembrane durÅ}ng the ZPSPs

were measured by a similar method to that used by Pollen & Lux (1966) for

studying the conductance increase in eortical neurons and by Tsukahara &
                  'Fuller (l19-69) in red nucleus neurons. Mitral cell IP$Ps evoked by LOT
                                                                     '       '        '          'stimulation have slow time courses similar to those of cortical neurons

and red nucleus neurons. A slow time course is advantageous for measuring
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Fig. 9 Membrane conductance ehanges of a mitral cell during IPSPs evoked
by LOT stimulation.
    A, Mitral ce!1 responses to just threshold (A) and supramaximal (l2)
stimulation for antidromic activation of this cell. In addition,
hyperpolarizing current pulses (19 msec duration, 7 x 10-10A) were
applied through the recording electrode during the IPSPs and voltage
drop$ produced by the pulses were measured. F.ig. A s and S! are the
control intracellular (c) and extracellular (d) voltage drop produced •
by the same current pulge without conditioninli LOT stimulation. B, Plot
of relative amplitudes (a percentage of the eontrol) of voltage drops
produced by test constant current pulses at various times after condi-

tioning LOT stimulation. . .' •



                                                                          2S
                                              '                                                    'the conductance changes by applying current pulses of relatively long

durations. Fig. 9A(g) is a superimposed tracing of the IPSP in a mitral

cell elicited by just threshold stimulation for antidromic activation
                                                                    'together with the voltage drop produced by a hyperpolarizing eurrent
pulse during the falling phase of the IPSP.' When this voltage drbp was
                                                              '                                    'compared with that produced by the same current without the conditioning .
                    '                                                                '                                             'LOT stimulation (Fig. 9A(s)), the former had a smaller amplitude and a faster
                     'g TfL:,go:;.:;.;hg:,;h:.;:.xEek.i::l;?ti:g.,:g :::.ge:2e,,g':,m2m.R:2:.:2n.ductaRce

increase• during TPSPs was observed in all 24 mitral cellsi examined. Zt

can also be seen in Fig. 9A(g) that the oceurrence of the antidromic

spike, or afterhyperpolarization of the antidromie spike, had little
effect on the'  testing voltage drop in this period.
    i     When the stimulus strength was increased to supramaxima1, as shown

in Fig. 9A(b), the membrane conductance was seen to increase as well as

the amplitude of the IPSP. The decrease in membrane resistance of
mitral cells measured near the peak of !PSPs ranged from 20 to 45Z. [Irhe

amplitudes of voltqge drQps produced by current pu!ses at different phases

of the IPSPs were measured in i2 mitral cells and plotted against the time
after conditioning supramaximal LOT stimulation (Fig. 9B). The eonductanee

of the mitral eell membrane increased maximally at or near the peak of

the IPSPs and decreased rapid!y thereafter. But, it cou!d still be detected
in the declining phase of the IPSPs (-up to 100 msec in Fig. 9B).

   Effects of h erpolarizin current injection on mitral cell IPSPs
     The IPSPs of Tnitral cells evoked by LOT stimuZation were reduced in

amplitude and then reversed in polarity by intraeellular application of
                                                     'hyperpolarizing current. Fig. !QA(.a-) shows the control response of a mitral
                                                              '                                               'cell to supramaximal LOT stimulation which consists of an antidromic spike

and a long lasting hyperpolarizing IPSP. When a hyperpolarizing current of
O.6 nA was applied internally (h), the antidromic spike was. blocked and the
                                                     ttTPSP was reduced in amplitude. Xncrease of the hyperpolarizing current
reversed the initial part of the IPSP into a depolarization, while the '
                                              '                                                      'later part persisted as a hyperpolarization (c and d), so that a complex
                                            --                                                                    '               'positive-negative wave could be seen. Fig. A(g) and lower traee of B

shows depolarizing IPSPs produeed by the application of stronger hyper-

polarizing current. Here, it can be seen that the depolarizing IPSPs have

quite dtfferent time courses from the original hyperpolarizing potential,
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antidronic spike was truncuated), In b to e, the decrease in amplitude
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current. Records in B show an IPSP in apother mitral cell elicited by
LOT stimulation (upper trace) and a reversed IPSP during application of
a hyperpolarizing current (2.9 x 10-9A). S2; Plot of the amplitude of-
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                             '                          tt                                                                            '                    t tt                                              '                      ttt tthe former always having shorter time course than the latter.' For example,''

the average latency of the peak of reversed IPSP wa$ 7 msec while that of . '.
                                       'the original hyperpolarizing IPSP was 19 msec.. This asymmetrical reversal

suggests that the IPSP may be produced by an aggregation of inhibitory '  . ..
                                                                             tttsynapses with different sensitivities to the hyperpolarizing current, which'' .

was presumably applied in the soma. .In order to compare the vulnerability
                                                             'of the early part of the ZPSP to hyperpolarizing current with that of the '

later part, the amplitude of the IPSP at a Zatency of 7 msee (hear the '
                                                                        'peak of the Teversed !PSP, ft11ed circles) and at the latgncy.of 20 msee

(.near the peak of original TPSP, open circles) are plotted against the '.

injected current in Fig. IOC. It can be seen that the early part of the
                                              ttXPSP (filled circles) is affected more strikingly than the later part by

the hyperpolarizing current. For example, the current at the reversal
    :point of the rPSP at a 7 msee lateney was approximately !.3 nA whereas at

a latency of 20 Tnsec it was approximately 1.9 nA. Thesb observations may

be explained by the hypothesis that the inhibitory synapses responsible

for the mitral cell IPSPs are not localized on the soma but are distributed

widely on the dendrites, and that the early part of the IPSP is mainly

produced by the inhibitory synapses located at or in proximity.to the .
                                     'soma, while those located on distal dendrites are responsible for the later

part of the rPSP. '' . ' .'                                '                                      '                                                         '                                                      tt       ' ' Ltg!gpgzL9ts!i!!EulLÅíglLILIIzgE]2gREgEt ftl11s . ••
        '     Fig. IIA shows the antidromic spike potential in a mitral cell elicited

by LOT stimulation (middle trace) together with the simultaneously recorded

field potential in the GCL (ppper trace). The field potential in the GCL
consists of an early negative wave with .onset latency from O.9 to l.6 msec

and duration of about 1 msec (.component 1) which was followed by a large
                                                        ttpositive wave ('cornponent 2) (Lcf. Fig. 7B).. Thd interval between the onset

time of component 1 (Idotted line in Fig. 11A)- and that of the antidrQmie
                                           'spike (lupward arrow) was measured in 136 mitral cells and the frequency

distribution of the time interval was plotted in Fig. 11C. As shown by
the blank coluinns, the range was O.O-1.0 msec (mean O.5 L O.2 msec S.D., .

                               tt                                                                             'NF136) indicating that component 1 corresponds well in time with the occurrenee
                                                           '                       'of antidromic activation of mitral eells. This oPsg.rva.tion confirms the

postulate that component 1 ean be attributed to the antidronic spike • '

potentials of mitral cell somata CRall & Shepherd, 1968). In Fig. 11B,

the superimposed tracings of the normal IPSP and the reversed ZPSP produced
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'F-' g. 11 Responses of mitral eells to LOT stimulation. A, Intracellulary
recorded potential chang.e in a mitral cell (rmiddle trace) together with
the field potentiaZ in the GCL Cu. pper trace)-. The onset of the antidromic
spike is marked by an upward arrow. ], superimposed tracings of the
original hyperpolarizing !PSP in another mitral ceU and the reversed
IPSP during passage of the hyperpolarizing current of 2 x 10-9A (middle
traces). A downward arrow marks the diverging point of the above two
traces. The dotted lines mark the onset of the component 1 of the field
                                                                 'potential in GCL in A and 5.. The lower traces •in A and B show the ''
extracellular field potential recorded just outsil[e of The impaled cell.
Ig, 'Frequency distribution of the tiine interval between onset of component
1 and that of the antidromic spike (blank columns) or the IPSP (shadowed
columns)., !n this Åíigure and Fig. 6, 7, 8 and 9, upper voltage ealibra-
tions are for the field potentials in the GCL. Lower ones are for intra-
cellular potentials and extracellular potentials just outside the impaled

                                                          t ttt                                                  tt                                                              tt
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      '                              '                                tttt ttby application of the hyperpolarizing current (middle graces) are shown

together witl} the field potential in t.he GCL (.upper trac.e)., The.onset
                                         '                                                                    'time of the XPSP was determined as'the divergence point of these two
                                                           'tracings (marked by an downward arrow). When hyperpolarizing current
                                 'injection was not successful in reversing the polarity of the rPSPs, the

onset time was determined as the divergence point of the superimposed •.
                                  tt                                         '                        'tracings of the hyperpolarizing IPSP and the extracellular field potential
recorded just outside of the ceil. The onset latency thus melasured ranged

Erom 3•O to 5.5 msee (mean 3.9S.O.6 msee S.D., N=105)i ,[!rhis latency
        tt                                  tt                                                    '                    ttcontains, however, the eonduction time of the antidromic .spike from the .

stimulating site along the mitral.cell axon to the soma of the. mitrai Cell. .
                                              tt      'This conduction time had considerable variation from experiment to experiment,

because of difference in the distance from the stimulating to the recording

site, and also because of the relatively slow eonduction veloeity of
mitral cell axons (.about IQ m!sec; Mori & Takagi, unpu61ished observation).'

Xn order to exclude this conduction time, the interval between the onset
                  '                               '      '                                                                  'time of the component 1, which signals the arrival of the antidromic spike
                                                              'in the somata of t•he mitral cells with fastest axonal conduction velocitie$,
                                               'and the onset time of the IPSP e!ieited by supramaximal LOT stimulation

was measured. This time interval ranged from 1.8 to 3.9 msec in 102
mitral cells (mean 2.4.L O.4 msee S.D.) (.shaded colurnns in Fig. 11C),.
                                                               'indicating that mitral cell rPSPs are not produced monosynaptically, but

                         ttthere may be inhibitory interneurons responsibie for the IPSPs. As will
                                                     '                                 'be shown later in Fig. 13, the onset lateney of the mitral cell IPSP was

progressively decreased as the intensity of LOT stimulation was increased.

:h.;:.:;iOS"gg g.lllSsll;;ll-llli;lil:lll;Illl,illilll,:i,slllllil[:l:llgll:;aStSthati:tZZIe"[Q"S!aib2,l"tiipOl.a[e,di"thei"hibztory

                                                                   '     '..,,.::g: :.Mifig02:;Cg:2.::,g:;..:".g:2 gfilr;..gi,OE:.:?.;g:2t;:gxd,fig'.ts.:hose . . . ,

pttral cells.. Many of the reeordings from these GCL cells showed an ' .. •'/•
g:gM.g:.t.O{•.d :a.g;.g:i.Eo. kg;gg:'p;g[2.::::iraXg",gig."l.gg"ggg.:.y.:,g:gid ' • 1 •. ' •,

                                                                         ':2g:,:Er gli:.i:gm,g::g:l:,ti";lg.sE2:i:.r2:o,r:;?gs.#r2m..:j,gc:,c:t:s with .•• .' .-1ii

                                                  tt t           'responses of a GCL cell is shown in Fig. 12Agh) together with the simultaneously

recorded field potential in the middle area of the GCL (s!). Supramaximal
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Fig. 12 EPSP$ in GCL cells produced by the LOT stimulation. A, Intracel-
lular potentials in a GCL eell (b) together with the simu!taneously re-
eerded field potential in the middle area of the CCL (g). E, Changes
in the intracellular potentials in another GCL cell produced by the
application of hyperpolarizing current. EPSPs and superimposed spikes
were induced by supramaximal LOT stimulation in (b). The simultaneously
recorded field potential in the middle area of the GCL is shown in g.
Hyperpolarizing eurrent of O.5 x 10-9A and O.9 x 10'9A was applied in
e and d respectively. The lowest traces in A and B are the field
potentials taken just after withdrawal. C. Superimposed tracings of
the intrace!lular and just extracelluiar knterrupted line) recordings
frem the other GCL cell (lower traees) together with the field potential
in the middle area of the GCL (upper trace). Upward arrow indicate the
diverging point of the above two traces. Hyperpolarizing current of
O.2 x 10-9A was applied in order to increase the amplitude of the EPSP.
D, Frequency distribution of the time interval between onset of the
component 1 and that of the EPSP in GCL cell. Spikes retouched.



LbT stimuiati6n eiicited a siow' depoiarization with superimposed spik6s. 31

                                                      -.                                                          '                                        'This depolarization eorresponded in time to cornponent-2 of the GCL field
                                                                        tt                                                           tt tt tpotenttal.although the depolarizaticn lasted longer than componbnt 2.;' Spch

                                            tt t       '                            ttg,S•:ggi:g;gi:g.g.ggp.g.n;:g.w::.: iggl,ig.",:Ea;gr,e,2i..s,ct,;.g.ils g"d "o antigrgpic

     Fig. 12B are the records from another GCL cell showing a depolarization

of about,14 mV amplitude and 60 msec duration with three superimposed
tt

spikes (h).. When a hyperpolarizing current of O.S nA was applied intra-

cellglarly .(s), the amplitude of the depolarization inere,ased to about '

20 mV, indicating that this depolarization is not produced by a •. •..
disinhibitory mechanism but rather by an activation of the exeitatory '

synapses on the GCL ceZl. It can also be seen in (s) that the full
                                       '                                                              'spikes were blocked and only the partial spikes remained. Increase of
the hyperpolarizing eurrent to O.9 nA (St) augumented the amplitude of the

excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and blocked the partial spikes

except the first one. . ' - '.                                 '                                    '                                                    ' '     In Fig. 12C, the EPSP was reeorded together with the field potential
                                                '      '       'in the middle area• of GCL with faster sweep speed in order to measure the
                                                                 'time interval between the onset of component 1 (downward arrDw) and the
onset of the EPSP (upward arrow). As shown in D, the time interval ranged
from 1.2 to 2.3 msec (mean 1.82 O.3 msec S.D., N=23) indicating that '
                                                                    'the onset of the EPSP in GCL cells is about O.6 msec earlier than that of
                                                                    '                                                                         ttthe lPSP in rnitral cells (cf. Fig. 11). '• '• • '
                                                    t tt                                       '           '                                                                    '    ''•'• It2s}gsl!zgslg!!!!!!Il,!l2Åí-s;zuaR!L!g-2g!ll}yggzgendrodendnticsynati athas ''

    '                                                     '                                                                       '     lt has been suggested that granule cells are the inhibitory interneurons
                                                                'mediating mitral cell inhibition (e.g. Shepherd, 1963) deep in the olfactory

bulb..Furthermore, Rall & Shepherd (J968) postulated that antidromic ' •
                        '                'activat iop of mitral cell dendrites cause synaptic exeitation of the

perlpheral processes of granule eells through mitral-to-granule dendro-
                           '                                                                  'denqrttic excitatory synapses, and that component 2 of the.fie!d potential

is produced by the Åílow oij extracellular current from the deep dendrites
                                                     ttof the granule cells radially outward to tbe synaptically depolarized
         '                                        t ttperipheral processes of the granule cells in the EPL. '!f the above
                                                    '                                       'hypotheses are corect, the EPSP of the granule eell and component 2 of the

field potential in the GCL should show a parallel behavior under all .'
                                                             '                                                                       'CipOgSi;.:02fieallg.tbrOaihc2i:heM ShOuid have a positive correiation with the /
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Fig. 13 Comparison of intracellular potentials and field potentials-
elicited by LOT stimulations at various intensites. A, s!-s!, Reversed
ZPSPs in a mttra! cell (.lower traces) together with the simultaneously
recorded field potentials in the middle area of GCL (upper traces).
Hyperpolarizing current of about 5 x 10-9A was applied internaly
throughout these recordings. The onsets of the reversed rPSPs were
indicated by the upward arrows. e, Extraeellular field potential
recorded just after withdrawal. B, a-d, EPSPs in a GCL eell (lower
traces) together with the field potential in the middle area of GCL
(upper traces). g, Extracellular field potential reeorded just outside
of the eell. The stimulus intensities were indieated by the multiples
of the threshold strength (T) for elieiting the eomponent 2 the field
potential in the GCL. Spikes retouched.
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     In order to test the above hypotheses two experiments were performed.

First the intgnsities og LOT stimu!ation were grgded while the field

potential in the GCL and the synaptie potentials in the mitral or GCL
cells were recorded simultaneously. Graded stimulati6h of the LoT caijsed

graded rPSPs in the mitral cells and graded field potentials in the GCL. '.

An exampl.e of simultaneous recordings oÅí them is shown in Fig. 13A, .
                                                             ttt                                                               ttwhere the IPSPs were reversed in polarity by the hyperpolarizing current•

The threshold strength for eliciting the field potential in the GCL was
almost equal to that for elicigipg the mitral eell rPSP gs!). As POT
                                                      tt$timulation was strengthened the amplitude of the rPSP increased in
parallel with that of the field potential (both eomponent 1 and 2).•' It
                             ttcan also be seen in Fig. 13A that the latency of the IPSP progressively
decreased (from 5.8 msec to 4.2 msec in this figure) as the stimulus

intensity was increased. Not only is the amplitude of the IPSP in the

Tnitral cel! correlated with that of the field potential in the GCL, but

also the amplitude of the EPSP in the GCL cell. This i$ demonstrated in
              'Fig• l3B, where the upper traces show the field potentials in the GCIa and

the lower traces a,re intracellular records from a GCL cell. As the
                             '                                                               'intensity of LOT stirnulation was gradually increased from subth.reshold

strength, the field potential and the EPSP appeared simultaneously at an
almost equal threshold in- tensity (g) and then varied together in amplitude

                                      '
         '                 '                                      tt     The second experiment to test the hypothesis of the dendrodenritic

pathways for aetivation of the granule cells and subsequent inhibition of

mitral cells was to use paired LOT volleys of equal intensity. .A. .
                                                   ttconditioning LOT stimulation elicits large !PSPs in the mitral cells, whieh
                                                        'would prevent test antidromic spikes from invading the mitra! cell somata
                                                            'or dendrites. If the granule cells are aetivated through the mitral-to-

granule dendrodendritic pathway, conditioning LOT vqZleys wQuld thus • .•

                                                                    tt                                                       'depress the test EPSPs in the granule cells. On the other hand, if ghe

granule cells are activated through an axon collateral pathway, the te$t
                                                 '                                                     '                                'EPSPs in granule cells $hould not.be depressed by the conditioning LOT

stimulation beeause the axon collateral pathway would not be bloeked by

the IPSPs in the mitral cell somata or dendrites, In most of the GCL
       '                                        'celis (.23 out of 26 cells), the EPSP responses to test LOT stimulation were

markedly depressed by the conditioning LOT stimulation, as shown in Fig..

14A (middle trace). In Fig. !4B, the relative amplitudes of the test
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Fig. 14 !ntracellular records from a GCL cell. A, EPSPs and superimposed
partial spikes evoked by the paired LOT shocks of equa! intensity (ptiddle
trace) together with the simultaneously recorded fieZd potentia! in the
middle area of the GCL (upper trace). The lowest trace shows the
extra'cellular field potential recorded just after withdrawal. The time
of test stimuli was indicated by the upward arrows. B, Plot of relative
amplitudes of the EPSP$ in the same cell as in A (open circles) and field
potentials in the GCI. (filled circles) elicited by the test LOT volley
(ordinate) against the interval between the conditioning and test stimulus
(abscissa).
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                                                     '                                                  '                                          '                                                           'LOT-evoked EPSPs in the GCL cells (indicated by open circles) and of the

test LOT-evoked field potentials (eomponent 2) in the GCL (indicated by
                                                            'filled circles) following conditioping LOT stimulation are plotted against.

the interval between the conditioning and test stimulus. In this experiment,
                                                                        '                                                                  'the intensity of conditioning stimulation was equal to that of the test .•'  '
figC:U::.igngiml.;a;a:i:2 2g::sig.this figure that the depression curves

                                                                '                                             tt                                                               '         '     Fig. !SA $hows the mitral cell responses to paired LOT s.timulation.
                                         'When the interval between the eonditioning and test stimulation was
                                                                   'decreased, the antidromic spikes of the test volleys werd blocked and

the test IPSPs were markedly reduced in amplitude which confirms Nicoll's

results (1969). In B, reversed IPSPs in a rnltral cell are $hown together

with the field potentials in the GCL e!icited by the paired LOT volleys.
                     '                    'lt •can be seen in this figure that the amplitudes of both the test IPSPs
                                                                           'and the GCL field potentials were depressed in almost equal degree. The.

relative amplitudes of the test !?S?s (open circles) and those of the

test field potentials (component 2, filled eircles) were plotted against

the intervals between the conditioning and test stimuli (C). As seen in

C, the depression curves had similar time courses, just as those of the
                          'EPSPs in GCL cells and the GCL field potentials (Fig. 14B) under

conditÅ}ons of paired LOT stimuli of equal intensity. It should be noted

that this depression of test LOT-evoked IPSPs were observed in all the
46 mitral eells which were examined by paired LOT volleys. These
                                                                    '
observations thus strongly support the hypothesis of the dendrodendritic

pathways for activation of granule cells and subsequent inhibition of the

mitral cell$.

                          B•-3. DISCUSSION

                        Mitral cell IPSPs

     The present results have confirmed the previous obseirvations that LOT

stimulation causes large araplitude IPSPs in the Tnitral cells (IYamamoto

et al. 1962; Phillips et al. 1963; Nicoll 1969; Reese & Shepherd, !972).

These rPSPs had essentially similar characteristics as the IPSPs of the

other neurons i.e. they were accompanied by a conductance increase of the

mitral cell membrane (cf. Nicoll, 1969) and were decreased in amplitude

and then reversed in po!arity by intracellular applieation of hyperpolarizing

current. A characteristic feature of the mitral cell !PSPs is their long
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Fig. 15 Intracellular records from mitral cells. A, Paired shocks of
equal intensity were delivered to the LOT at various intervals between
conditioning and test stimulus. Eight traces of responses were
super' irnposed. g, Reversed IPSPs elicited by the paired LOT shocks of
equal intensity during hyperpolarizing current application (4 x IO-9A)
(middle traces) together with simultaneously recorded field potential
in the GCL (upper traces). K-{Y electrode. [[Xilo traces with and without
                              . The lowest trace indicate the extracel-test stimuli were superimposed
lular field potential recorded just after withdrawal. The times of test
stimulus were indicated by upward arrows in A and g. !2, plot of relative
amplitudes of the reversed IPSPs (ppen eircles) and field potentials in
the GCL (filled circles) evoked by the test LOT stimulation (ordinate)
against the interval between the conditioning and test stimulus (abscissa).
From the sarne cell as in B. ' . ' . ' . ' ..•-  '  .• ''                                          tt



duration, which is comparable to those of hippocampal pyramidal cells

(e.g. Kandel & Spencer, i961) cortical pyramidal cells (Te.g. Phillips,

1959) and thalamic neurons (.e.g. Purpura & Cohen, 1962)..Xt should also

be noted that the conductance increase of the nitral cell membrane lasted
                                                          ':g [:eZ2gTE!SeC dUring the !PSPs when supramaximal stimulation was applied

                                            '                                                                '                                                    '   '                       tt  ' An asymmetrical reversal of the IPSPs by intracellular injeetion of
 '                                                '   'hyperpolarizing current has been observed in cerebellar Purkthje cells
following parallel fiber stimulation (Eccles, Llin5s & Sqsaki, 1966).

This has been ascribed to the distribution of inhibitory synapses both on
                                                                         '        'the somata and dendrites of the Purkinje cell. In the present experiment,•
                                                                  '                              'the reversed IPSPs of the mitral eells produceg by hyperpolarizing current

application were found quite asymmetrical in shape compared to the '
   '                                                    '      'original !PSPs, the time course of the former being always much shorter
                                                             '                                                                     '                 'than that of the latter.' If as seems likely (see beloab) the inhibitory

synapses on the mitral cell are not localized on the soma but distributed

widely both on the soma and dendrites, then the asyirmetrieal reversal of

the IPSPs tuay be interpTeted as follows; the hyperpolarizing current

application may produce a non-uniform change in the mernbrane potentia! of

the mitral cell. Thus, the IPSPs produced by the synapses located near

the soma may be easily reversed in polarity by the hyperpolarizing current
                                                     'application because the soma is the presumed site of eurrent injection.

On the other hand, the rPSPs produeed by the syRapses on distal dendrites

may not be reversed due to insufficient potential change of the subsynaptic

membrane. Comparison of the sensitivity to an applied current between the
ear!y part and the later part of the mitral cell IPSPs suggested that the
                                                        'former may be mainly produced by the inhibitory synapses located on the
                                           'soma or proximal dendrites while the latter by those located on the remote

dendrites. It is known Åírom a number of electronmicroscopical investigations

that granule cell synapses are not localized solely on the somata of the
                                                           'mitral cells but distributed widely on both soma and dendrites (e.g. Price

& Powell, 1970b>. Most of the synapses are in fact located en mitral
         '                                        'cell dendrites with relatively small diameters. Furthermore, neary all

the synapses found on mitral cell dendrites and somata are reciprocal
                                                       'synapses with the gemnules of granule cell periplteral processes, except

in or around the glomerular region (Price & Powell, 1970b; Reese & '

Shepherd, 1972). Using immunocytochemical methods, it has also been
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reported that glutamate decarboxylase (GAD), "he eri2yme tbat synthesizes

the neurotransmitter Y-aminobutyric acid, is located in the gernmules of

granule ceZls and.that,.in sorne in.stances, the.GAD-positive germules ..
              ttt?PR:•::kr?dv:::iii,g.silggg,laBgiii:ll, ii:..i:i,1,l:,:,;i,ge;:d,r],t:.:.;i,:.:: m-trai cfit

     According to histological studies, there exist two types of neuronal
                                                            t.somata in the GCL; many granule cells (cf. Fig. 7B) and a smaller number .'
                                                                 '                                                         'of• short-axon .cells. Thus, microelectrodes may encounter short-axon cells .
as well as granule cells. Xf the short-axon cells receiVe excitatory inputs

from axon collaterals of the mitral cells or eentrifugal fibers running
                                                            'in the LOT, they may also show EPSPs Åíollowing LOT stirnulation. Because
of the axon coilateral pathway (or centrifugal fiber pathway), the test '

LOT-evoked EPSPs in these short-axon cells should not be depressed by the

conditioning LOT stimulation. In fact, a few GCL eell.s were enaountered
                                                           'which did not show depression of test LOT-evoked responses following

conditioning LOT stimulation (Type 2 GCL cell, unpuhlished observations).
                                                                  'In the present stydy, sgcb cells were excluded and all the GCL cell.s

presented in this communication showed clear depression of test LOT-evoked
EPSPs by the conditioning LOT stimulation (Type 1 GCL eell). Furthermore,

these Type 1 GCL cells showed the following responses which would be

expected in granule cells:
                                                                '                                                                      '                                                 '1) The EPSPs elicited by LOT stimulation corresponded in time with component

2 of the field potential in the GCL which appears to be produced by
                                 '                                                     'depolarization of granule eells. . ' •                                       '                                                                     '                                                             tt2) When the intensity of LOT stimulation was inereased from a subthreshold

$trength Åíor agtivating mitral cell axons, the amplitude of the EPS?s
                                                     '7brgf:e2glillg.ignl";r2:Ze:)ln paraiiei with that of the cgL fieid potentiai

                                          '                                                  '3) The test LOT-evoked EPSPs were depressed not only by conditioning LOT .
                                                       'stimulation b.ut alsoa.by conditioning srimulation of the anterior comnissure

(Mori & Takagi, 1978>Q or deep-lying structure of the prepiriform cortex
                                               't(MhgrliiiraTaikggiilsYnPUbiiPhed observati.ons)., both of which cause zpsps in

                                                    '                                                                  tt           '                          '                                        '         tt                                                                        '4) Moreover, the depression of the test LOT-evoked EPSPs following condition-

ing stimulation of one of these sites is similar in time course to the

depression of the component 2 of the field potential elicited by the test
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                       •bLOT stimulation (cf. Mori and Takagi, 1978R. .
                                                           '   . These observations strongly suggest that th.e GCL cells described in
                                                               'this study are the granule eells which reeeive excitatory synaptic input

from the mitral cell dendrites. Because of the lack of the morphological
identificatibn of the impaled GCL cells, we, nevertheless, cannot rule

out the possibility that impaled GCL cells are a type of deep short-axon
             'eell, if the dendrites of sueh cells should have reciprocal syAaptic

interactions with the nitral cells. However, there are as yet no
                               'anatomical reports of such reciprocal synapses between the dendrites of
                                                       .mitral cell and short-axon cells, •
     The time interval between the onset of the field potential produced

by the antidroTfiie spike potentials of mitral cell somata and the onset of

the EPSPs in presumed granule cells ranged from 1.2 to 2.3 msec (mean

1.8 msec). This time interval may contain not only the synaptic delay

from a mitral cell dendrite to the presumed granule cell but also the time
                 'required for active or passive depolarization of the mitral cell dendrites

by the invasion of antidromic spike potentia!s. Zn the theoretical model
of the mitral ce14 presented by Rall & Shepherd (1968), depolarization of

the mitral eell dendrites occurs late in period I and during period IZ
(see Fig. 7 of Rall & Shepherd, l968) i.e., depolarization of the mitral

ce!1 dendrites suffieient for activation of the dendrodendritie .synapse

occurs presumably about 1 msec after the onset of component 1 of the field

potential in the GCL. Thus the time interval between the onset of component
1 of the field potential and that of the EPSPs in presumed granule cells
                                                                     'is compatible with the postulate that the granule ceUs are monosynaptically

excited by the mitral-to-granule dendrodendrittc synapses following LOT
stirnulation; the time interval may include the time for depolarization of

mitral cell dendrites (about 1 msec) and that for a synaptic delay from

the mitral cell dendrites to the granule cells (about O.8 msec). .

     Zt is well known that the granule cells in the olfactory bulb are

axonless neurons analogous to the amacrine cells in the retina (Cajal,

1955>. The presumed granule cells in this study showed two types of

spike potentials, large amplitude spikes and smaU partial spikes. SimUar
types of $pike potentials have been reported in mudpuppy amaerine eells,

in which large and small spikes are assumed to be somatic and dendritic

impulse activity respectively (Miller & Dacheux, 1976). The large

amplitude spikes in presumed granule cells are rnuch more easily bloeked
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by intracellular application of a hyperpolarizing current than small spike$
                                                         '                                                 '(ef. Fig. 12B), whieh suggests that the large spikes. may be elicited in '

the somata or proximal dendrites while the small spikes may be produeed
    '           '    '                                       '                .. I..I:,gg; :figilP::r2X.P50.:2.Sg,e2fi,.II,2a:,R2;n..g"gg.::gg.d :x.R:.l.g,S::p,hefd

granule ee!ls, synaptic activation would ' not requite a presynaptic action

                                             'potential; the depolarization of the presynaptie membrane itself eould .
                                             '            '                                                   'activate the dendrodendritic synapseT Such a depolarization,.produeed at
                            'individual gemmules would cause sufficient electrotonic depolarization in

the ne4gbbou.ring gemmules of the same granule eel! for activating the •.

dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses. However, it can be assumed that
                                                   'there would be a considerable dqmping of the electrotonically spread depo-

larization at the gemnules located far from the synaptically depoiarized
                                                 tt                                           'gemmules. The spike activity of the peripheral process of granule eells

::Xef:2:iiOn aS a bOOSter for depolarizing the remote.germules of the

                                                    '                                                               '  '                                                  '        '     The excitatory nature.of dendrodendritie synapses from the mitral
                                                        '                                                              'to the granule cells and the inhibitory nature of those from the granule
to the mitral cells are consistent with the morphology of the reciprocal
                 '                                  'synapses between the two cells (Fig. 7C); the mitral-to--granule synapse

has an asyrmetrical synaptic thickening and spherotdal synaptic vesie!es,
                                                                   '                        'while the granule-to-mitral synaps,e ha,s a symmetrical synaptic thickening
                        'and flattened vesicles (Rall et al. 1966; Price & Powell, 1970a). '
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C, ALTERNATING RESPONSES AND ZNDUCED WAVES

                              t tt tt                                                                    '                         '              tt t     A depdrodendritic reciprocal.synaptic interaction between nigral .cell

dendrites and peripheral processes of granule cel!s has been postulated
                                                                   '                      '                                                                'by the theoretical analysis.of flglq potentials in the olfactory bulb .
following lateral olfactory tract (LOT) stirnulation (Rall & Shepherd, 1968;

Ra!; et al. 1966). iubsequent electrophysiologieal investigations (Mori.
& Takagi, 1977al 1978A; Shepherd, 1969; Westecker 1970b; Nigoll, 1969) have.

                                        tt ttsupported this hypothesis of dendrodendritic synaptic pathways, Furtherrnore,
it has been reported (Shepherd, 1969; Westecker, 1970a, b) that, during '
                                                                          '                                                     '                                        t tt tti:::tlXIXe.,L2T.il:;'::2XIZ:;.s:::2;;;::::g :g: sl..:ogeg;i:lg.ig,s::.gif:gEory

quenbies (Fig. 16B), suggesting the widespread synaptic interactions

between mitraZ cells and granule cells. '  ' . . '                                    '                   tt     In the present tnvestigation we have obtaÅ}ned intraeellll!ar recordings
                  '                                '                         'from mitraÅ} cells and granule layer cells in order to determine, firstly,
                                                                 'whether synaptic pQtentials of these bulbar neurons show siTnilar alternating
                                                                  '  'behavior during repetitive LOT stimulation and, secondly, if so, whether
           '       '                                                                 tttheir behavior is explainable by the hypothesis of dendrodendritic pathways

for granule eell aetivation and subsequent mitral cell inhibition following
                                       '                                              'LOT stimulation. The results presented here are an extension of our research
                                                       ttdealing with synaptic amechanisms controlling mitral cell excitability (Mori

and Takagi, l975; 1977R. '. . '•' '                          '                                                       '                            '                         -•                                                      '                       tt                                          '             tt                                                                   '                                      '    .. ..• C-I METHOD ' ' -                            '                                                                  tt                         '             '     Experiments were perfermed on adult albino rabbits. The animals were
anesthetized with urethane (.ethylcarbamate) or a mixture of urethane and '
QL-cbloralose and then immobilized with gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil)

 'and artificially ventilated.' Stimulation of LOT was performed by means
                      '                                                         'of a bipolar silver electrode. Tungsten microelectrodes were used for
                                              '                                                                  /recording the field potential in the granule cell layer (GCL) of the .
                                                                       '                                                        '                                               'olfactory bulb. Intracellular records were obtained with glass nieropipettes
                                                                     '                              ttfilled with 2M KCI or 2M potassium citrate and ranged in resistance from

15 to 80 Ma, Olfactory stimuli were de.livered through canqulae inserted
      '                                             ttt tt 'into the nostrils.' ,' ' .. .'' ''



                                                     ' 4Eb                              C-2, RESULT$ , •
                        At2,1!pt!pacE!!!gLXgSE29!!g9Sltti .'''•
                                               '     Fig. I6A shows the extracellular field potential.in the GCL of the
                                                    'olfactory bulb elieited by a single LOT stimulation. rt consists of the
                                  .- .initial negativity (component 1) and s-uc"c-ee..d.inglarge positivity (component 2).

                            'The distribution of the antidrornically evoked field potentials at various
                                                         tt                                                            'layers in the olfactory bulb has been intensive!y studied (Nicoll, 1969;.

Phillips et al. 1963; Rall & Shepherd, 1968; Rall et al. 1966). The '
                                      '                                                           'detailed theoretical analysis of them (Rall & Shepherd, 1968) .showed that

the component 1 is caused by the antidromic spike invasion to mitral cell

bodies and the component 2 is best explained by a depolarization of the
   '                                          'peripheral proces$es of granule cells. !n agreement with previous
                                           'investigations (Shepherd, 1969; Westecker 1970a, b), repetitive LOT
                '                    'stimulatien caused the alternation of amplitudes of successively-evoked
                                      'potep. tials (both cornponent 1 and 2) as shown in Fig. 16B .

    .Mitral cells were identified by the following two criteria. Firstly,
they were located in or near the mitral cell layer (which was determined

by the reversal of the second negative wave of the LOT-evoked field

potential to a positive wave). Secondly, they showed antidromic $pike
potential with late'ncies iess than 2 msec upon LOT stimulation. The

resting membrane potentiai of mitral eells ranged from -50 to•-70 mV.

!Rtracellular records from a representative mitral cell during repetitive

LOT stimulation are il!ustrated in Fig. 16C-E. At low stimulu$ frequencies
(ll cps, Fig, 16C), this cell showed an antidromie spike and a subsequent

IPSP with an almost constant amplitude to each LOT shock (arrows). When

the stimulus frequency was increased to 27 cps, the antidromic spike

invasion was often blocked and an alternation of the IPS? amplitude was
                 '        tt tclearly seen, as shown in Fig. 16D. The complex patterns of the alternation
                             'of mitral eell rP$Ps were also observed at higher stimulus frequencies ' •
(Fig. 16E). The alternating behavior oÅí !PSPs was observed elearly in

25 out of 33 mitral cells over wide stimulus frequencies (.frorn about 10
                                                    'cps to over 60 cps).' ' '' ..                                                             '     Tntracellular recording of the cells in the GCL was tried, and the

reeording of their responses to repetitive LOT stimulation was so far

successful in only 5 cells presurnably because of their small size. The
resting menbrane potential in these grqnule layer cells ranged from••--48

to -64 mV. The middle trace of Eig. I7A shows a large EPSP and superimposed

spikes elicited by a single LOT stimulation in one of these cells which
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Fig. 16 Alternating responses in the olfaetory bulb ee!!s to repetitive
LOT stimulation. A and B: extracellular field potential in the granuie
cell layer e!icited by a single (A) or repetitive (B) LOT stimulation.
C-E: intracellular recordings from a mitral cell (the antidromic spike
potential had a latency of 1.5 rnsec; resting mernbrane potential was--
55 mV). Stimulus frequencies were indicated at the left of each trace.
The time of LOT stimulation was indicated by arrows in this figure and
                                   t tt                                            'Fig. 2. . ' .• •• .' ./'' ,• ' .. . 1••               tt t         '                                                   '
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                                                                          '                                                           'was located in the GCL near the ventral mitral cell lay' er. When repetitive
LOT stimulation was applied, all the impaled granule layer cells showed'
alternation of the amplitude of the EPSPs. The lower. trace'  of Fig. 17B

shows such a phenomenon in the intracellular potentials of the same cell

as in Fig. 17A. The amplitude of the field potential just outside of '
this ael! was relatively small (less than 2 mV) during repetitive (40 cps)
   ttLOT stimulation, indieating that most of the intracellular potentials

were true Tnembrane potentials. The upper trace of Fig. 17B shows the field
                                                         'potentials recorded simultaneously in the middle area of the GCL (In this

                                 ttarea, much larger field potentiais ean be recorded than the potentials
                                                        -.just outside of the impaled cell loeated in the GCL near the mitral
                        '                                     '                         'cell layer). The alternating behavior of the EPSPs was found to be
synchTonous with that of the component 2 of the simultaneously recorded

field potential. The synehronized alternation wa$ also found between the
mitral cell ZPSPs and the field potentials of the granule cell layer

during repetitive LOT stimulation (Fig. 17C).' -
                                    '                      '

                           C-3 DISCUSSION
     It should be noted that the alterRating behavior of the antidromic
spikes and the !PSPs in mitral cells and EPSPs in the granule layer cells

can be explained by the hypothesis of dendrodeBdritic synaptic interaetions

between mitral and granule cells (Fig. 18). rt was postulated by Rall
et al.(Rall & Shepherd, 1968; Rall et al. 1966; Shepherd, !972) that a

single LOT volley causes the antidromie depolarÅ}zation of mitral cell

bodies and dendrites, which activates the mitral-to-granule dendrodendritic

excitatory synapses (white arrows marked with E in Fig. 18). ThSs in turn

depolarizes the peripheral processes of the granule cell and aetivates
                                                                       '
the granule--to-mitral dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses (blaek arrows
                                                'Y•:X2.bltgPthFeiil :211.viliiyllS action hyperpoiarizes the mitrai cens and

                                   '     lf we stimulate the LOT when mitral cells are hyperpolarized by a

preceding LOT volley, the antidromic spikes would not be able to invade

the mitral cell bodies and thus fail to depolarize the dendrites, being
                   'therefore unable to activate mitral-to-granule dendrodendritie excitatory

synapses. This would cause the depression of the EPSPs in the granule

cells. Beeause of the failure of the granule cell depolarization, the
                                                   'granule-to-mitral dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses would not be '

aetivated, resulting in the depression of the IPSPs in the tuitral cells. .
[Irhus, the membrane potential of mitral cells may recover from hyperpolarization.
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Fig. 17 Synchronized alternating behavior of intracellular potentials
of a mitral or a granule layer cell and extracellular field potentials.
A and B: intracellularly recorded potential from a granule layer cell
with resting membrane potential of -60 mV (.m'ddle trace in A and lower
trace in B) and simultaneously recorded field potentials in the middle
area of the granule eell layer (upper traces). A single and repetitive
(40 cps) LOT stimulation were applied in A aRd B respectively.
Superimposed spikes (dotted lines) are seen on the intracellular
potentials in A and B. The bottom trace in A shows an extracellular
field potential recorded just outside the tmpaled cell. C; intracellularly
recorded potentials frora a mitral cell (lower trace) (the antidromic spike
potentiaZs had a latency of 1.9 msec; resting membrane potential
undetermined). Simultaneously recorded field potentials in the granule
cell layer (upper trace).
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Consequently, the next LOT stiJnula' tion again causes the antidromic spike

invas.ion to mitral cell bodies and then depQlarizes the dendrites, resulting

in the activatÅ}on of the mitral-to:granule dendrodendritic excitatory '•

synapses. In this way, alternation of the antidromic spike invasion and
the amplitudes of IPSPs in mitral cells and those of EPSPs in granule '
                                              'c.ells may occur. The manner of the observed alternating behavior of .

mitral and granule layer cells in addition to the field potentials in the

o!factory bulb were coineident with the above interpretation.. '  .                               tt     There are two types of neuronal somata in GCL of the olfactory bulb,
                                                                     'many granule cells and a les.ser number of deep short-axori eells (Cajal,

!955). Tt is unlikely that the impaled granule layer cells are the deep

short axQn cells which may receive excitatQry input from axon-cQllaterals

of mitral ce!ls or centrifugal fibers running in the LOT, because the
                         '                                           'conditioning LOT sgirnulation always suppressed the test LOT-evoked EPSP

in these granule layer cells. .
         '     Westecker (1970a, b) analyzed evoked responses in the olfactory bulb

te repetitive LOT stimulation and provided the detailed experimental basis

to support the hypothesis that alternating responses reflect the widespread

synaptic interconnections between the mitral and granule cell dendrites,
so that large numbers of mitral and granule cells undergo blockage and
recQvery in unison (Shepherd, 1969, 1972). Simultaneous recording of

the field potential and the granule layar cell or the mitral cell potentia!

(Fig. 17B and C) almost always showed a synchronized behavior between

them during alternation. This suggests that the alternating response

requires participation of large nurabers of mitral and granu!e ce!ls. !n

this context, it should be noted that mitral cells have extraordinarily
                                                              'long secondary dendrites (Scheibel & Scheibel, 1975) which are in contact '

with many granule cell peripheral processes, and that almost all the '
           'synapses found on mitral cell secondary dendrites are reciprocal synapses
llitshhe;:grg?rli:.h7;;?1 PrOCeSSeS OÅí granule cells (Price & pQwell, lg7o; Reese

                                                    '                  '                                      '                                                                     '             ' . "rn conclusion, the findings of alternating behavior of oZfactory bulb

neurons during repetitive LOT stimulation give a further support to the
                                                                 '                                      'hypothesis of dendrodendritie synaptic interactions between mitral cell

dendrites and granule cell peripheral processes. In ' addition, our

results of simultaneous recordi.ngs of field potentials in the GCL and the
                                                                     'individual olfactory bulb neurons provide experimental evidence which

supports the hypothesis that these synaptic interactions are quite widespread,
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;Oecge2;yE!anY Mitrai and granuie celis undergo synehro yous biockage and

       . Induce'd waves .. '          '
     A eharacteristic feature of the electric activity in the olfactory •
bulb ts the regular rhythmic oseillations of field potentials (the "induced '

waves") during olfactory stiTnulation (Adrian, 1950; Baumgarten et al. i962).

In intracellular recordings frQm mitral eells, similar rhythmic oscillations
of the membrane potential were observed during odor stimuZati6n (arnyl •' .

acetate in the case of Fig. 19), as shown in Fig. 19A. !n some cells,
full spikes, usually one discharge per wave, were elicited rhythmically.

The rhythmic oscillations of the membrane potential were observed also

in the presuraed granule cell (Fig. 19B). During odor stimulation, the

membrane potential of this cell depolarized and oscillated sinusoidally

and spikes oceurred with a rhythmie discharge pattern. When traeings of

the two cycles of oscillations of the induced wqves in the GCL and the

simultaneousiy recorded membrane potential in the presumed granule cell

were superimposed as in Fig. 20B, a clear correlation between them

cou!d be $een. In •Fig. 20, the bottoms of the induced waves in GCL were

chosen as the starting points for traces, and two eycles of the induced
waves frorn those points and corresponding intraeellular potentials were

traced. The membrane transients in the presumed granule cell were fairly
well in phase with the induced waves in GCL, e.g., the positive wave of

the induced waves in GCL was associated with the depolarization of the
pre$umed granule cell. Since the induced waves in GCL are 180" out of

phase with those tn EPL (Baumgalten et al. 1962), depolarization of the

presumed granule cell oecurs during the negative wave in the induced

waves in EPL. This suggests that during rhythmie o$eillations, depQlari-

zation of the presumed granule cell may be produced by exeitatory synapse$

located on the peripheral processes in the EPL. Figure 20A shows the .

superimposed tracings of the mitral cell membrane potential together with

the induced wave$ in the GCL during olfactory stimulation. The sinusoidal

oscillations of mitral eell membrane potentials were a little in advance

of the induced waves in phase. ••
    .These observations may give support to the hypothesis discussed in .
the paper of Rall and Shepherd (1968) that the dendrodendritic interactions

between mitral and granule cell populations provide a mechanism for .
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                                                              '                       .tgenerating rhythmic activity. The depoiarization of many mitral eells
                                                          '  'elicits synaptie depolarization of granule cell periphera'1 proeesses
                          '      '                                                                   'through mitral-to-granule dendrodendr.itic excitatory pathway whieh

causes a negative swing of indueed waves in the EPL and a positive swing in
                                                'GCL. The depolarized granule cells inhibit the activity of mitral cell

populations by granule-to-mitr41 dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses, .'.
                                                    'resulting in the depression of the activity of the mitral-to-granule synapses.
                                                   'The depression of the activity of the mitral-to-granule synapses diminishes

the depolarization of granule cell peripheral processes and causes a '
                                                      '                                                          'positive swing in the. induced waves in EPL and a negative swing in GCL.
                                                               tt ttWhen the depolarization of the granule eell peripheral processes diminishes,

inhÅ}bition of mitral cells by granule-to-mitral inhibitory synapses is

reduced and mitral cell activities again increase. Zn this way, rhythmic
oscillations of membrane potentials of bgth mitral cells and grapule cells

develop. The depolarization of mitral cells precedes the depolarization
of granule cells, which then causes mitral cell hyperpolarization as in

Fig. 20A--B. Further works based on statistical analysis ori rrtany mitral

cell and granule cel,1 populations are needed to ciarify more the details

of the mechanism of generating the rhythmic waves.
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D, ANTERIOR COMI![ISSURE INPUT TO OLFACTORY BULB

     rn the preceeding ehapter, it was shown that lateral olfactory tract

(LOT) stirnulation activated presumed granule cells in the olfactory bulb
                                            'through mitral--to-granule dendrodendritic exeitatory synapses and that

mitral cell cLZPSPs seemed to be mediated by these granule cells (Mori &

Taka.gi, 1978R. Since the inhibition of the mitral cell activity can be

produced not only by stimulation of LOT but also by stimulation of
                                    'anterioT commissure (AC) (Baumgarten, Green & IY[ancia, 1962'; Ochi, 1963;

Yamamoto, Yamamoto & Iwama, 1963), it was desirable to extend the previous
                                 'study of the inhibitory mechanisms controlling mitral cell activity by

analysing the responses of olfactory bulb neurons to AC stimulation. Zn

the early part of the present chapter, intracellularly recorded responses
of mitral eells and of neurons in the granule cell layer (GCL eells) to

AC stimulation will be described and they wi,11 be compared to their
                                    '       'responses to LOT stimulation. rn the later part, the effect of the AC
     tt                                                'stimulation upon the LOT-evoked EPSPs in -GCL ceils and LOT-evoked IPSPs

in mitral cells wUl be described. The results presented here support
the hypothesis that the granule cells which receive excitatory inputs

frorn mitral eell dendrites are also activated by the AC stimulation

through axo-dendritic or axo-somatic excitatory synapses located on the

deep dendrites and soma of granule cells. ' "Vhe activated granule
cells in turn inhibit the mitral cell activity through the granule-to-mitral

dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses (cf. Shepherd, !972).

                                 '                              D-1, METHODS

                    tt     [I]wenty-nine albino rabbits we.ighi.ng between 1.7 to 3 kg were used.
                                                           'The general experimental procedures were the same as those described in
                                                                     'the preceding chapter. In this experiment, bipolar electrodes of
                     'acupuncture needles insulated except the tips were used to stimulate
                                                                  'the anterior cormissure. These electrodes were inserted into the

anterior commissure in the contralateral forebrain about i nm lateral
   'from the midline. The final position of the electrode tips was such as
                '              'to obtain the maximum AC-evoked field potential in the GCL of the olfactory

bulb. A small electrolytie lesion was made at the site of stimulation
at the end of the experiment and the location of the e!ectrode tip was
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subsequently checked histolpgically. The unitary and pQtential wave
                                 'responses recorded tn the olfactory bulb to AC stimulation ceased
                                                          'completely after sectioning the AC at the midline or in the ipsilateral

forebrain caudal to the anterior olfactory nucleus. .
                                 tt t tt t                                         tt t             tt                                                                 tt                                                '                    '                                                             '                                  '   '                                                            '       ., • • D-2, RESULTS' . ''                                                     '                                                             '    Field potentials in the olfactor bulb elicited b AC stimu!ation '
     rt has been demonstrated by several authors that stifnulation of the
   'AC e!icits a large negative-going potential in the GCL of .the olfactory

bulb (Kerr, 1960; Ochi, 1963; Callens, 1965; Dennis & Kerr, 1968; Nicoll,
                                      tt t1970).' NieoU (1970) showed that this negative going potential reverses

its polarity near the mitral cell layer (MCL) aRd becomes a smaller

positive wave in the external plexiforrn layer. Zn the first step tQ
analYse the responses of olfactory bu!b neurons to AC stiTnulation, it

was important to reinvestigate the depth profile of the - AC-evoked field

potential in the olfactory bulb and to compare it with the depth profile

of the LOT-evoked field potential because the latter has been analysed

most extensiveiy by•several investigators (-Phillips, Powell & Shepherd,

1963; Rall, Shepherd, Reese & Brightman, !966; Rall & Shepherd, 1968;

Nicoll, 1969). .
     '     Fig.2{B shows the AC-evoked field potentials recorded at various
                                                                      '
depths in the olfactory bulb. In this series of experiments, the field
potentials evoked by LOT stimulation were also recorded at the same depths

as above (IEig. 21A). The amplitudes Qf the potentia!s were measured at

the point of 6 msec after the LOT stimulation in column A (which is near

the peak of component 2 of the Åíield potential, ef. Mori & Takagi, 1978)
               'and 25 msec after AC stimulation in column B. The depth profiles are
                                          '              '                                                                '    'shown graphically in Fig. 21,C. As is well known (e.g. Rall & Shepherd,
                                                           '                                                     '1968>, component 2 of the field potential evoked by LQT stimulatien is a

lqrge positÅ}vity in the middle area of the GCL (g-j. in Fig. 21A) and a

large negativity in the external plexiform layer (EPL) (!l-S! in Fig. 21A).
                                                  '                                                                   '                                                           'rthus, the•re is a flow of extracellular current from the CCL to EPL. Rall &

Shepherd (l9-68)L showed that this current flow could be reconstructed by

assuming that there is a strong membrane depolarization of the peripheral

processes of granule cells in the EPL: the negativity in the EeL is due '

to this depolarization and the positivtty in the GCL is due to the

extracellular current flow from deep dendrites or cel! bodies of granule
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                                              'eells to the depolarized peripheral processes of granule cells. On the
                    'other hand, the AC-evoked field potentiai was a large riegativity in the
                                                     'middle area of the GCL (g-j- in Fig.21B). It reversed its polarity at the
                                                                         ttMCL and became a positive wave in the EPL (jz.S! in Fig. 21B). This indicates

a flow of extracellular current with oppesite direction to that caused by
                                                            '                                                              'LOT stimulation; a current flow from the E?L to GCL. These observations
                               '                                                         'suggest that the flow of extracellular current caused by AC stimulation
                                                   '        '                                                              'may be mainly produced by the depolarization of deep dendrites or cell
                '                              tt tbodies of granule cells in the GCL: the negativity in the GCL may be due

to this depolarization while the positivity in the EPL may be due to the

correspondlng current souree. ' •                                           '                                                                    '                                                        '                                                          '            ' Responses of mitral cells to AC stÅ}mulation

     Volleys in the anterior commissure cause a hyperpolarization of the
     imitral cell membrane (-Yamamoto et al. I963). Fig• 22 (g) (2}) and (g)

demonstrates such Tnembrane hyperpolarizations of a cell located at the

MCL which were elicited by AC stimulation vorith one, two and thyee shocks

                 ttrespectively. This cell was identified as a rnitral cell by antidromic
activation through the LOT (Fig. 22B).' The latency of the hyperpolarization
                                                  'evoked by a singie AC volley was 8 msec. rn other cells, this latency

ranged from 7 to 11 msec. The amplitude of the hyperpolarization increased
when the additional volleys were applied at short intervals (Fig. 22All and

As>. In some instances, double shocks evoked hyperpolarizations in mitral
cells even when ' the stimulus strength was weakened so that a single AC

stiniulation fai.led to elicit them. When responses to strong AC volleys

(three shocks with 30 volts and Q.1 msec duration) were examined in

55 antidromically identified mitral cells, all the mitral cells showed
                                     '                   '                        'the hyperpolarization.. The resting membrane potential of these mitral cells
                                                                 '                                                    'ranged from r•45 to -7Q mV. As shQmp in Fig. 3A, the amplitude of the AC-
                                                             'evoked hyperpolarizatton was deereased and then reversed in polarity when
                                                           'increasing hyperpolarizing currents were applied intracellularly. This
                                                              '                                                                 'observatiQn indÅ}cates that this AC-evoked hyperpolarization is the !PSP

produced by the inhibitory synapses on the mitral cell. FroTn the fact

•that the onset lateneies of the IPSPs evoked in the mitral eells by AC

stimulation were relatively long compared with those of the extracellular

fteld potentials recorded in the GCL, and that a single weak shock to AC

peas somettmes Å}neffeetSve in producing the ZPSPs, it may be postulated

that the IPS?s in the mitral cells are not produced monosynaptieally by AC
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Fig. 22 I'ntracellular potentials of a mitral cel! evoked by AC and LOT
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and three times respectively. B, The response to LOT stimulation (lower
traee of A) obtained from the same mitral cell as A. The upper trace
of g shows the simultaneously recorded field potentiai in the GCL. The
extracellular-field potentials recorded just after withdrawal are shown
in A s! and B !l. Vertical bar: 4 mV for uppertraees of A g, lb, g and B g;
10 mV for lower traees of A a, b, c and d; 20 mV for lower traee of B a
and b.,Horizontal bar: 10 mgec--foi; A; 4'msec for B. -'
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                                                                    '                                         '                                   '                                '             '                                                        ttstimulation, but there may be inhibitory interneurons responsible for the

AC-evoked IPSPs in the mitral cells. It can also be seen in Fig. 22A and B
                                                            '                                                           'i;g5st2.ii l2CilreVaOik2dettTPsiPS haVe a rnuch siower rising phase thgn the LoT-evoked

                                                                 '    '                '     In Fig. 23A (U-ll) are shown the comparison of the effects of internally

applied currents upon the AC-evoked IPSP and the LOT-evoked IPSP in a mitral

cell. In this figure the trace in l2 shows a response of a mitral cell to

AC stimulation (indicated by three dots) and then a response to'LOT . .
stimulation (indicated by the upward arrow). Whea a hyperpolarizing current
                                            'was applted intraeellularly, the aTnplitude of the AC-evoked IPSP decreased

in parallel with the ainplitude of the LOT-evoked rPSP (s! and s!). Further
                          ttincrease of the hyperpolarizing current reversed botl IPSPs into depolarizing

responses (Le and f). !n e it can be seen that the reversal of the AC-evoked
ipsp couid l;e proliuced by-aimost the same amount of current required for

reversal of the LOT-evoked !PSP. Furthermore, the reversied IPSPs elieited

by AC volleys during application of hyperpolarizing eurrent were quite
asymmetricai in shape with the original hyperpolarizing I?SP (Fig. 23B) as
                                                      ec
is the case in the LOT-evoked IPSPs (.Mori & Takagi, 1978R. These observations

sugge$t that the inhibitory synaps.es responsible for the AC--evoked IPSP are

also distributed widely on the soma and dendrites of the mitral cell.

Fig. 23Cg, shows the I'PSP recorded in another mitral cell following AC

stimulation (lower trace) and simultaneously recQrded field potential in

the GCL (.upper trace). During this IPSP, a hyperpolarizing current pulse

of Q.9 nA was• applied intracellularly (-Fig. 23CsL). When the vQltage drop

produced by this hyperpolarizing current pulse was cQtupared with that

produced by the same curreBt pulse without conditioning AC stimulation
(Fig. 23Cg>, the former had a smaller amplitude and a faster time eourse

than the latt.er. This indicates that the IPS?s of mitral cel!s caused
                                                  'by AC stimulatton were accompanied by an increase in the conductance of

the mitral gell..men}brane. . . .. .
     . Respoases of ranuZe la er cells to AC $timulation .
     In the' preceeding chapter CMori & Takagi,.1978Il5 it has been shown that

type 1 GCL cells Cpresumably granule celis) receive an excitatory input
           ttfrom mitral cell dendrites, In addition to this, the analys.is of the field

potentials elicited by AC stimulation. and of the AC-evoked TPSPs in mitral
                                                 ttcells sugges•ts that granule ce!ls may receive an exeitatory input from the

AC. !t there:fore seemed important to record the responses of type 1 GCL
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Fig. 23 Intracellular records of IPSPs from mitral cells. In A, both
AC ('three dots) and LOT (arrows) were Stimulated with a interval of 12Q
msec in one sweep. Trace a shows the field potential recorded in the
midqle area of the GCL. The intracellular potentials from a mitral eell
are shown in b-S. In g-i, hyperpolarizing currents were applied
intracellularly. The amount of the applied currents is indicated on
the right shoulder of each trace. B shows the superimposed tracings of
the original hyperpolarizing IPSPs elicited by anterior eommissure
stimulation and the reversed ZPSPs caused by the internal application of
the hyperpolarizing currents (3.0 x 10-9A). SL, rPSPs of another mitral
cell elicited by AC stimuiation (lower-trace of g) are shown together
with the simultaneously recorded field potential in the GCL (uppertraee of
a). The trace in b is the field potential recorded just after withdrawal
Z;f the mic.roelectrli;de. In !2, a hyperpolarizing current pulse of 9 x 10'10A
was sometimes applied through the recording eleetrode during the IPSP.
Control intracellular and extracellular voltage drop produced by the
same current pulse without conditioning AC stimulation are shown in S!
and e respeetively. Vertical bar in A; 4 mV for a and 20 mV for b-f.
Horizontal bar in A; 40 msee. Vertical bar in S; 10 mV. Horizontal
bar in B; 10 m$ec, Vertical bar in C; 4 mV for upper trace of a, 10 mV for
lower trace of a and b-e. Horizontal bar in C; 20 msec. Spikes retouched.



                                                       '                          'cells to AC volleys in order to elucidate whether or not there is ' '  '
convergence on the same type 1 GCL cells of excitatory irtputs from both

the mitral cell dendrites and the ACt Fig. 24C shows an EPSP in a type 1

GCL cell elicited by LOT stimulation. This cell was classified as a type 1

GCL cell because EPSPs in this cell evoked by test LOT stknulation were .

markL2dly depressed by the conditioning LOT $tirnuZation (cf. Mori & Takagi,

l978R. When a single volley was applied to the AC, this cell showed an

EPSP with onset latency of about 5 msec. This EPSP increased in amplitude
when additional shocks were applied to AC at short intervals (Fig. 24Al). .
2::,ls. ig:Eg,t2:.e::.:ge:g.i:lgr.Ii:Xg p,:xg"gtxi.g:.st,g:g::s.g,t::.`mpaied

determÅ}ned by subtracting the extraeellular field potential frqm the

intraeellularly reeorded pQtential (Fig. 24B). It may be noted in Fig. 4B
(and :also in Fig. 6B) that the onset tim.e and duration of the AC-evoked

EPSP corresponds with those of the negative wave of the GCL field potential.

The responses to AC stimulation were examined in 30 type 1 GCL cells with •

resting membrane potential of -40 to -64 mV and clear EPSPs were seen in

27 cells. Thus, most of the type 1 GCL cells receive excitatory Å}nputs

bQth from mitral cell dendrites and from the AC. Zt is interestlng to note
that AC stimuiation failed to elicit spike activity in mo$t of the type i

GCL cells which showed an EPSP with superimposed spikes fo!lowing LOT
    Fstimulation. (Fig..24 and Fig. 26). . ' .
Effects of conditionin AC stimulation u on the res onses of mitral ce!ls

                  or GCL cells to test LOT stimulatiOn a.
     I/t was shown in the preeeding chapter (Mori & Takagi, 1978R that .
conditioning LOT stimulation caused the depression of test LOT-evoked EPSPs

in type 1 GCL cells and test LOT-evoked IPSPs in mitral cells. These
results were ascribed to the blocking of antidromic activation of mitral

cell somata and dendrites by the precedi.ng TPSP$ in rRitral cells whieh were

elicited by the conditioni,ng LOT stimulation. $ince strQng AC stimulation
causes large !'PSPs in mitral eells (cf. Eig. 22>, they may also block the

antidroulc activation of Tnitral cell somata and dendrites following LOT

stimulati,on. Thus, one fnight expect that eonditioning AC stimulation

also depresses the test LOT-evoked EPSPs in Type 1 GCL eells and test LOT-

evoked IPSPs in mitral cells, if the dendrodendritic pathways should be

responsible for activatation of the type 1 GCL cells and the'subsequent

inhibition of mitral cells. Fig. 25A shows the superimposed tracings of
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Fig. 24 Responses of GCL cells to AC stimulation. A, I,ntracellular
potentials frQm a GCL cell (11ower traces in g-g). and simultaneously
recorded field potentials in the GCL (uppertrace in a-s)• In SL is
shown the field potential recorded just outside the recorded GCL cell.
I}, g is the field potential in the middle area of GCL. Superimposed
tracings of the intracellular potential from a GCL eell (]upper trace)
and just extracellular potentta! (lower trace) are shown in b. The
true membrane potential (Åí> was obtained by subtracting the just
extracellular potential from the intracellular potential. C,
Response of the same GCL cell as A to LOT stimulation (b) t5gether
with the field potential in GCL (a). Extracellular field potential
recorded just after withdrawal is shown in Åí. Vertical bar: 4 mV
for upper traces of A a--c; B a and C a; 10 mV for the other traces.
Horizontal bar; 20 msee for A and B; 10 rnsec for C. Spikes retouched.
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                                                    '                                                                      '                         '                                           '                                     '                                                             '                                'intraceUular records from a mitral cell (.lower traces> together with the

records of the simuitaneously elicited field potentials in the Tniddle

area of GCL (upper traces). Conditioning AC stimulation (three shocks

in the extreme left) eaused rPSPs in the mitral cell and a negative-going

extracellular potential in the GCL. Fol!owing the conditioning AC

stimulation, the responses of this cell to test LOT stimulation were

examined at various eonditioning-te$t intervals. !t can be seen in A
that there was a clear depression of IPSPs in the mitral cell and of the

field potentials tn the GCL evQked by the test LOT stimulagion• Xn S!,

the relative amplitudes of the conditioned test IPSPs in the mitral cell
(ppen eircles) and those of the test field potentials in the GCL (filled

circles> in percent of their unÅëonditioned control values were plotted

against the conditioning-test interval. When the time course of the
depre`ssions of the test IPSPs in mitral cells and that of the test field

potentials in GCL were compared with that of the IPSP evoked by a conditioning

AC stimulation, clear eorrelation could be seen betpveen them (Fig. 25B and

C): the depressions of the test IPSPs in mitral eel!s and test field
                   '                                                       'potentials in the GqL were maximal when the time of the test LOT stimulation

coincided with the peak of the IPSP evoked by a conditioning AC stimulation.

Such a depression of the test !PSPs by a conditioning AC stimulation was
observed in most of the impaled mitral cells (22 out of 24 cells exarnined)•

     Fig. 26 $hows an intracellular recording of a type 1 GCL cell together

with the recording of the simultaneously elicited field potentials in the

middle area of GCL. This cell showed a large EPSP with superimposed
spikes following LOT stimulation (IFig. 26Ah) and AC.stimulation also eaused

a large EPSP ('Fig. 26BJ2). Next, the effect of conditioning AC stimulation

was studied upon the EPSPs caused by test LOT stimulation CC-H). As the

interval between a conditioning and a test stimulation was decreased, the

test EPSPs were depressed markedly (C-F). HQwever, when the conditioning-

test intervals pifere further decreased, as in Fig. G and H, the test EPSPs

were restored and summated with the EPSP elicited by the eonditioning AC
                                   'stimulation. Xn Fig, 27B, the relative amplitudes of the EPSPs and the

field potentials in the GCL elicited by the test LOT stimulation are shown

in percent of their unconditioned control values against the conditioning-
               'test interval. rt can be seen in this f.igure that the depression of test

    jtEPS?s in type l GCL neurons has s.imiiar tirne course as that of the test

field potential in the GCL. One of the possible explanations for this
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Fig. 25 The effect oÅí conditioning AC stimulation on mitral cell IPSPs
evoked by test LOT stimulatiQn. A. Superimposed tract.ngs of the
intracellular records from a mi.tral eell (rlower traces) and the field
potentials in the GCL (lupper traces). The times of the test LOT stimu-
lation were indicated by arrows. I}, The IPSP elicited by the conditioning
AC stimulation is shown with the same time scale as in C. C, Piot of
relattve amplitudes of the mitral cell IPSPs (white eircles) -and field
potentials in the GCL Cfilled circles) evoked by the test LOT stimulation
(ordinate) against the interval between the conditioning and test
stimulus (Iabscissa). From the same eell as in A.. Calibrations, A,
Vertieal bar; 2 mV for upper traees; 5 mV for lower traces. Horizontal
bar; 20 msec. IS, Vertical bar; 5 mV. Horizontal bar; 20 msec.
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Fig. 26 The effect of conditioning AC stimulation on EPSPs in a GCL
cell evoked by test LOT stimulation. A, !ntracellularly recorded
response of a GCL cell to LOT stimulation (b) and simultaneously
recorded field potential in the midd!e area of the GCL (Lt).. B,
Intraeellularly recorded response of the-same GCL cell to AC '
stimulation (b) and the field potential in the GCL (a). A c and
e s show the extraeellular field potential reeorded just outside
of the impaled GCL cell. E2-g, Suppression of the test LOT-evoked
EPSPs in the GCL cell (lower traces) and that Qf the test field
potential in the GCL (upper traces) by the conditioning AC stimulation.
The time of test LOT stimulation was indicated by an upward arrow in
each trace. Vertical bar; 4 mV for field potentials in the GCL (upper
tyaces); 10 mV for intracellular potentials (A lz, B !2 and lower traces
in C-H) and just extracellular potentials (A c and B c). Horizontal '
   --                                            --- -bar; 40 msec. Spikes retouched. ' .. . '. . ,•' . •
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depression of the test LOT-evoked EPSPs by the conditioning AC stimulation
                                                    '                                               'may be that it is caused by an increase in Tnembrane conductanee of the GCL

neurons due to IPSPs elicited by the conditioning AC stimulation (cf. Yamamoto

et al. 1963). rn fact, AC stimulation sometimes elicited a hyperpolarization
  '                                                                    'following large EPSPs in the type 1 GCL cells (Fig. 26Bl2. and Fig• 27A-a-).

However, the time course of the depression in Fig. 27B does not follow

this hyperpolarization (compare Fig. 7Ag and Fig. 7B). Furtherrnore, strong
conditioning AC stimuiation nearly completely depressed the tegt LOT-evoked

EPSPs in type 1 GCL cells (Mori & Takagt 1977a). This observabion cannot

be explained by a conductance increase of the postsynaptic membrane because

there would have to be infiniFe conductance in. order to depress the test

LOT-evoked EPSPs completely. On the other hand, vghen the plot of the

depression of the test LOT-evoked EPSPs (Fig. 27B) and the shape of the

AC-evoked rPSPs in mitraZ cells are compared, it can be seen that they

have similar time courses. For example, in the case of Fig. 27B, the
amplitudes of both test LOT-evoked EPSPs in the GCL eell and the test
field potential in the GCL deetieased maximaliy with conditioni"g-test

interval of 4Q- to 60- msec. At this time, the IPSPs eZicited in many
mitral cells by AC stimulation were also maximal in arnplitude, if the

stimulus intensity was equal to that used for the conditioning AC

stirnulation in Fig. 27B. Though such a comparison was obtained in only

5 cases, the time course of the depression of test LOT-evoked EPSPs in
             'type l GCL cells was similar to that of the AC-evoked IPSPs in mitral
            'cells in all cases. These results are in good agrernent with the '
hypothe$is that IPSPs in mitral cells elicited by conditioning AC
                                 'stimulation block the antidromic aetivation of mitral cell sornata or

dendrites and thereby prevent the activation of mitral-to-granule

deRdrodendritic excitatory synapses, resulting in the depression of test

tg:IgVO(.5;e lll.,ig?llnlg.gg:yle cells and test LoT-evoked lpsps i. mitral

                                                          tt                                         '                                                      tt     • • D--3,'Drscvss!oN • •.        t ttt t                    '     Properties of rPSPs in mitral cell$ e!icited by AC stimulation

     In nearly all mitral cell recordings, stimulation of the anterior
  '
cormissure showed (possibly disynaptic and polysynaptic) ZPSPs. [Ehese

IPSPs showed the follow.ing characteristics as compared with LOT--evoked TPSPs;
                                                                         '                                                                '  1• ;hpesp2?-eVOked iPSPs had a much slower rising phase than the LoT-evoked

                                                                   '                                                              '                       ' rl. Conditioning LOT stimulation had little effect on the test AC-evoked
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Fig. 27 The tirne course of the depression of the test LOT-evoked EPSPs
in a GCL cell and the test LOT-evoked field potential in the GCL after
a conditioning AC stimulation. A, An intracellular response of the
same GCL cell as in Fig. 6 (a) and that of a mitral ceil (b) to AC ,
stimultation with the same tlE'me scale as in B. Both of th5m were reeorded
                                    •-                                                                  'in the course of a single microelectrode penetration.'B, Relative ' .
amplÅ}tudes of the EPSPs in the same GCL cell as in Fig. 6 (white eircles)
and the field potentials in the GCL (filled circles) evoked by the test
LOT stimu!ation after a conditioning AC stimulation are calculqted and
shown in percent of their unconditioned control values (prdinate). The'
interval between the condttioning and the test stimulations is shown in
abscissa. Vertical bar; 5 mV. Horizontal bar; 20 msec.
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                      '                                tt                         '    .IPSPs, while it markedly depressed the gest LOT-evoked IPSPs.
                                                            'I!I. Paired or repetitive AC stimulation augmented the amplitudes of AC-
                                               '                                                 tt     evoked IPSPs, while LOT-evoked IPSPs were usually depressed by the
                                                 '                                          '     preceding strong AC stimulation.
                                                                 '                                                                       '                                                                 '                                     '     From electronmicroscopical observations that almost all synapses found
                                                         '                                                           '                                                        '                                      'on mitral ce!ls (except in or around the gloTnerular region) are reciprocal

synapses with peripheral processes of granule cells (Price & Powell, 1970c;

Reese & Shepherd, l972), and that AC fibers terminate on the granule cells
                                                                    '(Price & Powell, 1970b), one can assume that granule gells .4re the inhibitory

interneurons responsible for the AC-evoked IP$Ps in mitral ceils. rf this is
true, it is important to elucidate whether the granule eells are common '

interneurons responsible for both AC-evoked ZPSPs and LOT-evoked rPSPs

in mitra! cells, or if there are two subgroups of granule cells, one
mediating the AC-evoked IPSP, the other mediating the LOT-evoked IPSP.
                                            '                                                         'One of the methods to test the above alternative was to dompare the .
sensitivity of the AC-evoked IPSPs to internally applied current with that
          '                                                                          'of LOT-evoked.ZPSPs. Zf the locations of inhibitQry synapses responsible
      'for AC-evoked IPSPs pn the mitral cell are quite different from those for
                                                           'LOT-evoked IPSPs, AC-evoked rPSPs and LOT-evoked !PSPs would be expeeted

to show different sen$itivity to the internally applied current. The AC-

evoked !PSPs in mitral cells, however, had similar sensitivity as the LOT-

evoked IPSPs to the internally applied current; the reversal of both of

the IPSPs occured at the sarae time during passage of the progressively

increasing hyperpolarizing current. Furthermore, AC-evoked IPSPs showed

quite asymetrical reversal durlng application of hyperpolarizing current,
                                                                    '                                             'suggesting that the inhibitory synapses responsible for the AC-evoked IPSPs
               'are also distributed widely on mitra! cell soma and dendrites, just as those

responsible for LOT-evoked IPSPs. These results suggest that the granule
                                                  'cells may be common inhibitory interneurons mediating both AC-evoked rPSPs

and LOT-evQked r?SPs in rnitral cel!s. !f th.is hypothesis is eorrect, one

may expect a penetrating microelectrode to encounter interneurons in the
                                             'granule cell layer, which have the follow•ing characteristics. [lhese
                                                             'points were inferred from the studies of the AC-evoked rPSPs and LeT-

evoked IPSPs in mitral cells:

  I. Monos)ynaptic excitation frQm LOT.

 Il. Excitation by a volley in AC.
                                       '                              .:ITr. The AC-evoked EPSPs have a mueh slower ri$ing phase than the LOT-evoked



    EPSPs.

IV. Conditioning LOT or AC stimulation marked!y depresses the test LOT-

    evoked EPSPs. . . '''
                                    - V. Paired or repetitive AC stimulation augments the amplttude of the

    EPSPs.

             Activation of type 1 GCL cells b AC volley

67

                                                                    '   'avThe results reported here and in the preceding chapztser (Mori & Talsagi

1978/? show that most of the type ! GCL cells exhibited all the properties
                                                                 .Iisted above (cf. Fig. 24 and Fig. 26). For exarnple, excitatory input to
                                                                   '                                      t.              'the type 1 GCL cel!s from the anterior commissure was found in 27 out of

30 type 1 GCL cells. These results suggest that the type 1 GCL cells. '

may be the granule cells which mediate both LOT-evoked IPSPs and AC-evoked
                                                      '!PSPs in mitral cells. Furthermore, the analysis of the field potential in
                                                                          'the olfactory bulb elicited by AC stirnulation indicates that an AC voliey

activates the excitatory synapses located on the deep depdrites and somata

of granule cells. These conclusions are in good agreement with '
electronmicroscopical observations by Price & Powell (1970b), who found
               '                                                         'that the fibers of the anterior cormissure terminate upon spines and

varicosities of the deep dendrites and upon somatic spines of granule cells.

Since the AC-evoked EPSPs in the type 1 GCL cells are long lasting, it is

possible that AC stimulation causes not only monosynaptic but also
disynaptie (lor polysynapti.c) activation of granule cells. One of the

possible interneurons may be the neurons in the ipsilateral anterior

olfactory nucleus because their axons enter the olfactory bulb and
                                                   '                                                             '                      'terminate upon the granule cells (Price & Powe!1 197Qb) and they were
        'activated by AC stimulation (Mori & Takagi, unpublished observations).

The neuronal pathwa of mitral cell inhibition followin AC or LOT stimulation
     The results presented here and in the precedingchapXer confirm the

hypothesis proposed by Rall et al. (11966) and Rall & Shepherd (-1968) that
    '                                           '                   'LOT-evoked IPSPs in mitral cells are mainly mediated by dendrodendritie
          'reciproeal synapses between mitral cell dendrites and peripheral processes

of granule cells. In Fig. 28 is shown a schematic diagram of the neuronal

pathways of LOT-evoked and AC-evoked IPSPs in mitral cells, based largely

on a comparison of the anatomical investigations (.Cajal, 1955; Rall et al.

1966; Price & Powell, 1970a, b, e) and previous (.Rall & Shepherd, 1968,
                                                    'Nicoll, 1969) and present electrophysiological investigations. Aceording
                                               'to this diagrarn, the pathway of mitra! cell inhibition following LOT or
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                               'AC stimulation may be explai.ned as foliows; LOT stimulation causes synchronous
                                                            '                                                        'antidromic activation of mitral ceU somata and dendrites and activates the
                                                                      'peripheral proces$es of granule cells through the mitral-to-granule '
                                                                         '                                                    '                                                                      'dendrodendritic excitatory synapses (open arrows). The activ{Lted peripheral

processes in turn hyperpolarize the mitral eell dendrites through the

granule-to-mitral dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses (closed arrows). On
the other hand, AC stirnulation causes monosynaptic EPSPs (and possibly
     '                                 '                                           'disynaptic EPSPs via neurons in the anterior olfaetory nucleus>'in the

deep dendrites and somata of granule cells. The depolariz4tion of these
sites in the granule cel!s causes negative field poteRtial in the GCL

(Fig• 21B). The aetivated granule cells then inhibit mitral cell activity

through the granule-to-mitral dendrodendritic inhibitory $ynapses (closed

arrows). Since conditioning LOT or AC stimulation causes IPSPs in mitral
cells; test LOT stimulation would fail to activate the somata and deRdrites
                                                      '                                                                          'of the mitral cells. Thus, test LOT-evoked EPSPs in granule cells would
                                                                        'be depressed by the conditioning LOT or AC stimulation (Fig. 26); Furthermore,
                                   'the depression of the test LOT-evoked EPSPs in granule cells should have

similar time courses, as those of the IPS?s elicited in the mitra! cells

by the conditioning stimulation, because the number of rnitral cells which

are activated antidromically by a test LOT volley would be inverse!y

proportional to the amplitude oÅí IPSPs in the mitral cells caused by the

conditioning volley. These explanations are i,n good agreement with the
results reported here and in the precedingc6apXere

                        Functional significance

     The present study provides evidence for the convergenee of excitatory

inputs from the mitral cell dendrites and from the anteyior commissure on
a comrnon inhibitory interneuron (presumably granule cell). Thus, the

activities of granule cells may be r,egulated not only by the input from

the mitral cell dendrites but also by that from the anterior comnissure.

This indicates that the main relay neurons (-mitral celZs.) in the olfactory

bulb are tnfluenced by irnpulses in anterior cemrnissure fibers indirectly

via the granule cells. In fact, it has been reported that repetitive
                                                           'electxicql stimulation of the anterior commissure inhibits the spontaneous
                           'dischqrges of mitral cells and the characteristic wave activity (!'induced

waves"). in the olfactory bulb (Kerr & Hagbarth, 1955; Baumgarten et al.

1962; Yamamoto et al. 19.63). It is interesting that the granule ce!ls

receive, in addition to the intrinsic synaptic input, various kinds of
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Fig. 29 Facilitation of transmission in the dendrodendritic synaptic
pathway between mitral and granule cells by anterior commissure volley.
Upper traees are extracellular field potential recorded in the middle
area of granule cell layer. Lower traces .are intracellular recordings
from a mitral cell. A, Stimulation of anterior compissure (AC). B, '
Stimulation of lateral olfactory tract (LOT). Stimulus strength was
adjusted to ju$t a.bove threshold for evoking the mitral cell rPSP in A
and B. C, Stimulation of both AC ana LOT. Arrows indicate the time of
                                              'LOT stimulation. ' ' ' '



extrinsic fiber inputs; in addition to fibers from the anterior commissure

are also centrifugal fibers running in the LOT and fibers frQm the

ipsilateral anterior olfactory nue!eus (Priee & Powell, 1970b). One of

the possible functions of these extr'iRsic fiber inputs might be to modulate

                                                                            'the denarodendritic synaptic interactions between the mitral and granule •
                                                             'cells. For example, when the granule cells are depolarized by AC fibers,
                                                                   '                                                       ttthere could be facilitation of transmission of the dendrodendritic negative
                                            tti22gb.:;lr g#ghg2Y,;i.,:•:",i,g:e.?il:2i.:.:;.i,a:gl;liy :"IS.:?":,e.ng::,:.[:gc.ti"e

                                                 '                                                                           '                                       '                         tt t                                          '                                             'of the LOT evoked IPSPs in mttral eells were auguTRented by•weak AC stimulation

as shown in Fig. 29. 0n the other hand, when the granule cells are not

depolarized, due to the absence of AC inputs, excitatory input from mitral
                                                           'cell dendrites might fail to activate a large number of granule-to--mitral

dendr.odendritic inhibitory synapses, resulting in more lirnited lateral

or selfinhibition of the mitral cell activity. '
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E.CENTRIFUGAL EFECCTS ON OLFACTORY BVLB ACTZVITY

    '                                  '                                                 '                                                     '                        tt  Th" ctfactory bulb reeeives various kinds of centrifugal fibers from the
basai rhtnencephalon (Broadwell & Jacobowitz, 1976; Dennis & Kerr, 1976; '

Price & powell, 1970). Electrophysiological investigations, using summed

evoked potential method, demonstrated that centrifuga! effects on the '•

activity of the olfactory bulb can be elicited from an extens.ive`portion
of the basal rhinencephal.on in the cat (Dennis & Kerr, 1968),l:the.ferret

(Dennis & Kerr, 1975) andA"'V the rat (Callens, 19655. Furtherthore, lt has

                                            'been reported that stimulation of the centrifugal fibers from the basal
                                                           'rhinencephalon usually elicited a negative goÅ}ng potential in the granule

cell layer (GCL) and that they depressed both unitary and wave activity

in the olfactory bulb (Callens, 1965; Kerr & Hagbarth, 1955). Electron
                           'microscopical investigations have shown that the peripheral processes of

the granule ceU make reciprocal synapses with secondary dendrites of the

mitral cell in the external plexiform layer (EPL) and that the granule cell

receives •various kinds of inputs from the telencephalon. Thus, it has

been suggested that the granule cell is an interneuron interposed between
the extrinsic fibers from the telencephalon and the mitral cells.
                                                    '                                                       '     The purposes of the present investigation are:
                                                            '                      '1. to clarify the regions exerting centrifugal influences on the olfactory
bulb activity in the rabbit by recording suanned evoked potentials in the
                                                              'GCL of the olfactory bulb. .
2. to analyse the intracellular responses of the mitral cells and the

GCL neurons in order to clarify the modes of the centrifugal effects on

the bulbar neurons. ' ' •                                               '                                                   '                                                '    '                                   "-                     ' '                                            '                                         tt             '  '                   '                 '  • 1 . .• E-1, meTHOD • . .
                                                       ' - .''itEly9!sesL2gE9g!L2A!..-s!!!lslzkdtetaltd••••. •.•.
      '     The present experiments were performed on 42 adult rabbits, weighing

2.0-3.0 kg. The animals were anesthetized intravenously with ethyl
cqrbamate (Vrethane, 1.2glkg), supplemental doses being administrated when

necessary to •maintain the surgical anesthesia. The animals were fixed in

a conventional stereotaxic apparatus. The routine traeheotomy and cisternal

dratnage vrere performed to minimize the brain movement due to the cardio-

vascular and respiratory influences. The rectal temperature was maintained



                       'between 370C and 390C by intermittent heating. With a dgntal drill,

craniotomy openings were made in the right side over the dorsal surface

         ttof the olfactory bulb, the ipsilateral LOT and the stimulating sites of
                                                         'the rhinencephalon. Then, the dura over the$e parts was reflected. The
ill:2::S g2.irS Of the brain were covered with mixture of vaseiine and

            '                                                                  '     Recording electrodes made of geg7* tungsten wire were used to ..
                                                                  'observe field potentials. The d.c. registances of those electrbdes were

between.800 kQ and 1MQ. The tip of the electrode was plaeed at a depth
                                                              '                       tt   'in the GCL.of the o!factory bulb, where the typical evoked potential could
be recorded by the LOT stimulation (.Fig. 30A)..
                  WCkS.     Stimulation$ igvan;e also applied throughout the rhineneephalon and the

neighbouring structures, situa ,ted poste "or to the coronal section A-10 in
the streotaxic atlas of Fifkova and Marsala (Fig. 31). A steel wire was
                                                                      'tapered and insuZated except for the tip. Thts was used' as a monopolar

stimulating electrode. For stimulation, a single shock puise of O.1 msec

and 300 }JA to 400 pA was delivered. Stimulating currents were always

monitered in order to suppZy adequate stimuli. ' '
                         '                                      '     The several $ites, stimulation of which evoked the fie!d potentials in

the GCL, were marked by anodal currents of about 30 2iA for 30 sec. At

the end of eaeh experiment, the animal was perfused at first with normal .
                      'saline and then with mixture of IQY. formalin and 1% potassium ferrocyanide.
    '      '     Frozgn sections of 50 7a thick were cut in parallel with the stimulating

electrode tracks in the coronal plain, and stained by Nissl Method.                                                                    The

prussian blue spots were examined in the sections microscopicaUy.
          '                               '                                 '                                                                '       • .'-lt[g!sgggl!l,yk!!-!2gg!!slj,g&trclllar rd- .
                                                             '                                                           ttt     lntracellular recordings were performed in 30 rabbits. .

     Bipolar stimulating electrodes made of acupuncture needles (amalgam

of silver, nickel and iron). were stereQtaxically inserted into the LOT,
  'the anterior corrrrnissure (AC) and the r,egions which seemed to exert centri-

fugal influences on the bulb aetivity. [lhe regions were preliminary . .
                                                                     'determined by the evoked potential study. A single pulse lasting O.1 msec
                '                                            tt           '                                                                'or a train of sueh pulses were used for stimulation. At the end of each
                                                        'experiment, stimulation sites were examined histologicaly.

     For intracellular recording, glass capillary rnieroelectrodes filled
                'with 2M K acetate were used. '  The d.e. resistance ranged from 30 to 50 MR-..•

In addition, a tungsten electrode was plaeed in the GCL of the olfactory
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Fig. 3Q A, A field potential in the granule cell layer (-GCL> of the
olfactory bulb elicited by LOT stimulatiQn. •
                        .B, Field potentials recorded in the GCL elicited by stimulation of the
superftcial layer of the prepyriform cortex before (.upper trace) and after
(lower trace) sectioning the LOT.
C, Field potentials in the GCL of the bulb evoked by stimulation of the
deep lying structure of the prepyriform cortex (DPC) before (upper trace)
and after (lower trace). $ectioning the LOT. Positivity is upward in this
Fig. and Figs• 32 to36'•



bulb for reeording the field potential. A $.ilver plate goated with

silver-ehloride was• placed on the cut edge of the temporal muscle for a

reference electrode.• • '                                                                 '     Potentials from the glass mieroelectrode were led through a preamplifier
 '

(Nihon-Koden MEZ 9001), and displayed on an oscilloscope (Tektronix Model
565). The d. c. membrane potentials and stimulus eurrd' nts were routinely
                                                                 'displayed on the other beams of the oscilloscope and monitored., Data.

was photographed on 35-mn films. . '  .                                                  '                                        '
                                    '                                                            '
                               E-2, RESULTS
                                                '                          Et[tg!!-.E!EE2399!29!!-g!zs}AsOT octlonareas

        '                                                                     '                                                       '     lt is well known that electri.cal stimulation of the LOT eli.cits a
        'large triphasic field potential in the GCL of the olfactory bulb (Nicoll,
                                                                     '1970; Phillips et al 1963; Rall & Shepherd, 1968; Rall et al, 1966; Shepherd,
                '1972). As shown in Fig. 30A, it is composed of an initial brief negativity

(component 1) and a large positivity (component 2) followed by a seeond

long-lasting negativity (component 3). Rall and Shepherd (196g) have

posturated that the,component 1 and 2 of the field potentials is caused

by stimulation of the mitral cell axons; antidromic impulses in the rnitral
                      'cell axons cause synchronous activation of the mitral cell somata which
                                                     'is respons•ible for the component 1. The activated mitral cells then produce

synaptic depolarization of the peptpheral processes ef the granule cells

through the nitral-to-granule dendrodendritie excitatory synapses. This

depolarization of the granule cel!s is responsible for the component 2 of

the field potential. FroTn this, one can expect that electrical stimulation

of the areas• where the mitral cell axons project, may elieit a simUar
                                   'field potential to the eomponents 1 and 2 in the GCL of the olfactory bulb.

Fig, 30B (.a). shows a field potential in the GCL elicited by the stimulation

of the superfieial layer of the prepyriform cortex. Zt may be noted that '
                'this. field potential was quite similar to that in A except that the '
                                                               '                                                                       'amplitude of the component 3 is relatively larger than that in A.' When

the LOT was sectioned at about 9 rnm rostral to the stimulating site, both

components 1 and 2 were eQmpletely abolished (Fig. 30B (b)). In contra$t to

this, component 3 remained though it was reduced in amplitude. This result
                                             'indicates, that the cornponents 1 and 2 and a small part of component 3 of the
                                                             '                                                                           'Eield potential are elicited by the activation of fibers pas$ing through
    '                                           'the LOT. This is in agreement with the hypothesis that the components l and
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Fig. 31 Diagramatic representation o,f the LOT projection areas (the
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sections in the stereotaxic atlas of Fifkov6 and Margala. I!lapping was
performed in the areas caudal to the broken line. See abbreviations.
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                                                           '                                 '                  '2 of the field potentials are caused by stimulation of the mitral cell axons.
                                                        '     The areas, stimulation of which caused similar field potential

(components 1 and 2) in the rabbit olSactory bulb were essentially similar
                                                  '                                                                 '                                     'to those reported in the cat and in the ferret (Dennis & Kerr, 1968, l975)..
                                     '                               'As shown as dotted areas in Fig. 3, they contain superficiai layers of

extensive basal rhineneephalon; the prepiriform cortex, the olfaetory
tubercle (except its medial quadrant), the antero-lateral portion of

the entorhinal eortex and the antero-lateral portion of the cerUical
amygdaloid nucleus. Though the retrobulbar areas (rostral Fott,ebroken
                                                   'line in Fig. 3!)- were not explored systematically in this experiment,

stimulatÅ}on of the superificial layer of the anterior olfactory nueleus

alsQ evoked large components 1 and 2 of the field potential in the

ipsilateral olfactory bulb. YJhen the caudal or medial part of the
rhinericephalon which are distant from the LOT were stimulated, the amplitudes

of the components 1 and 2 of the field potential were much smaller than

those evoked by LOT stimulation. In partieular the component 1 was often

too small to be observed. This suggests that stimulation of these sites
may activate only a $mall portion oÅí the mitral (pr tufted) cell axons.

              Centrifu ai ro'ection to the olfactory bulb
     Fig. 32B 3 shows the field potentials in the GCL of the olfactery bulb

elicited by stimulation of each of the seven successive points along a
single electrode track (.track 3 in Fig, 32A) in the prepyriform cortex.

The typical tripha$ic field potential was elicited by stimulation of the
superficÅ}al laye,r (dotted area in Fig. 32) of the prepyriform cortex (.the
                                                               'lowest trace). However, when the tÅ}p of the stimulating eleetrode reached
                                                                 'the deep lying structure of the prepyrlform cortex (shadowed areas with

obligue lines in Fig. 32A> which was deeper than the pyramidal cell layer,
                                     'both components 1 and 2 of tb.e Eield potential disappeared but a pure

negative pQtential remained (.upper 5 traces). As shown in Fig. 30 C, this

negative potential did not vanish. aEter sectioni.ng the LOT. This result

indicates that the mitral cell axons pr centrif.ugal Åíibers running in the
                                                                 '                                                     ttLOT are not inyolved in the neuronal pathway for evoking this negative .'

potentia!.
                                              '                          '     '     Similar pure negative potentials were elicited by stimulation of the

deep lying structures of the other LOT projection areas; the olfactory

tubercle, antero-lateral portion of the cortical amygdaloid nucleus and

antero-lqteral portion of the entorhinal eortex. Stimulation of deep
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                                                    :.tAbbrevations used in section E
AC, anterior commissure; AON, anterior olfaetory nucleus; AT,
amygdaloid tubercle; BA, basal amygdaloid nucleus; CC, corpus callosulir;
CeA, centiral amygdaloid nucleus; CL, c!austrum; CoA, cortÅ}eal amygdaloid
nucleus; DB, diagonal band of Broca; DPC, deep lying structure of the
prepyriform cortex; EC, externa! capsule; Ent,.entorhinal cortex;
EPL, external plexiform layer; F, fornix; G, globus pallidus; GCL,
granule cell layer; Hip, hippocampus; IC, internal capsule; LA,
lateral amygdaloid nucleus; LHA, lateral hypothalamie area; LOT,
lateral olfactory tract; LPA, lateral preoptic area; MA, medial amydgaloid
nucleus; MFB, medial forebrain bundle; NDB, nucleus of the. horizontai
limb of the diagonal bvnd; NLOT, nucleus of the lateral olfactQry tract;
OB, olfactory bulb; OC, optic chiasma; ON, olfactory nerve; OpT,
optte tract; OT, olfaetory tuberele; PP, prepyriform Cortex; Put,
putamen;. RF, rhinal fissure; V, ventricle.

Fig. 32 A-,
the rabbit.
which evoked
lines shows
potential in
examples of
(broken line
the AC, the
track 4 (lz'n
B, Traees in
of each dots

Coronal sections in A6 to Pl of the basal rhinencephalon of
 Shading by sraall dots indieates the areas, stinulation of
 the triphasic potential in the GCL. Shading by oblique
the areas stimulation of which genetate a purely negative
'the bulb. Broken lines indicated by 1 to 4 show four
the tracks of the stimulation electrodes. The traek 1
 in A4) passes through the LOT, the track 2 (in A3) through
traek 3 (in Al) through the prepyriform eortex and the
Pl) through the lateral hypothalamic area.
 I to 4 indicate the field potentials evoked by stimulation
 along the broken lines 1 to 4 in A respectively.

.
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                                 '                                'lying structure of the anterior olfactory nueleus also produced a negative

potential in the GCL ('not.illustrated). These negative potentials had '
various onset latencies, depending on the stimulating site. It ranged

from about 4 msee.to 7 tusec when the deep lying structure oÅí rostral ..

prepyriform cortex was stimulated CA6-A4 in Fig. 4).' On the other hand,

stimulation of the deep structure of the caudal portion of the prepiriform
cortex or the entorhinal cortex (Al-Pl in Fig. 4) elieited the negative '

potential with an onset latency of 14-22 msec. Zt has been shown that

stimulation of AC fibers also evokes a negative potential ln the GCL of
        '                                                                      'the olÅíactory .bulb. In Fig. 4B 2 are shown the field potentials in the
                            'GCL elicited by stimulation of each of the 5 suecessive points alo.ng a
                                                          'track which crosses the AC. It is clear that negative potentials were

elicited only when the tip of the stimulati.ng electrode was in the AC. No
    'potential change was recorded in the olfactory bulb followiRg stimulation
of the point about 300 u ventral to the iower border of 'the AC (the lowest
                                                      '                   tt t                            'trace in Fig. 32B 2). This suggests that the stimulating current spead
                                 'was not too extensive for our mapping procedure in the present experiment.

Stimulation of either the anterior limb or the lateral limb of the AC

elicited such negative potentia,1. The onset latency of the potential

ranged from 2 msec to 4 msee following stimulation of the AC in the

ipsilateral basal forebrain. It can be seen in Fig. 32B 4 that stimulation

of the medial forebrain bundle situated between the lateral hypothalamic area

and the lateral preoptic area also evoked similar negative potential in the

GCL of the olfactory bulb. The onset latency of the• potential ranged from

12 msec to 15 msec with stimulation of the lateral hypothalamic area at
                                   'A--O in Fig. 32A.. •                                                   '                   '                           '                                                    '     Depth rofile of the field qtentials in the olfaetor bulb
     rt has• been establis,hed that the field potentials recorded at

successive bulbar depth following LOT stimulation are highly correlated
with the hisrtol.ogi,cal layers oÅí the bulb (Phillips et al, 1963). Thus '

the posdtion of the tip of the recording microelectrode ean be accurately known

by the shape of the LOT-evoked field potentials in the olfactory bulb. !n

Fig. 33A and B are shown respectively typicai series of fi.eld potentials recorded
                                                          ' 'at in dieated depths along a microelectrode track in the olfactory bulb

which were elicited by stimulation of LOT and deep lying structure of '

the prepyriform cortex (DPC). The amplitudes of the field potentials.

were measured at points indicated by the vertical broken lines in A and
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                                                                '
B, which are then plotted agqinst depth in C. In can be seen in C that the
extracellular potential gradient along the depth oÅí the bulb produced by '

stimulation of DPC is quite contrary tio that produced by LOT stimulation:

The LOT-evoked field potential has a large positivity in the GCL. rt
 'reverses its polarity near the mitral cell layer, and becomes to have a

large negativity in the EPL. rn contrast, DPC stimulation elici.ted a' •
                                                     'negative potential in the GCL. This potential also reversed its polarity
                                                             ttnear the mitral cell layer and became a positive potential in thb EPL.

This suggests that there is an extraeellular eurrent flow from the EPL to
the GCL. As diseussed in the theoretical analysis (RalZ & Shepherd, 1968; Rall
et al. 1966) of LOT-evoked field potentials in the olfactory bulb, the
                                                                             'number of cells which generates this current flow should have a radial structure

extending from the GCL to the EPL. The granule cells in the olfactory
bulb have deep dendrites in the GCL and long peripheraZ processes in the

EPL. Thus, they satisfy the requirement. It has been shown that stirnulation
of AC also produces extracellular potential gradient along the depth of

the bulb (Mori & Takagi, 1978; Nicoll, 1970) whieh is quite similar to that

elieited by stimulation of DPC. ' '                                                                           '          '                                                                        '                        iRÅíg29I!Se--92:Si!1!Lge!!!gggesnseofGCLers '

     It has been reported that AC stirnulation produces EPSPs in the cells

which are presumed to be the granule cells (.Mori & Takagi, 19-77a, 1978).

It has also been s.uggested .that the extracellular field potential elicited in

the olfactory bulb by AC stimulation is main!y proLSueed by the depolarization

of the presumed granule cells CMori & Takagi, 19782< Shepherd, 1972). Since

the field potential elicited by 'DPC stimulation is quite similar in the

dgpth profile to the one elicited by AC stimulation (Fig. 33), one may
                                      'expect that DPC stimulation also elicits EPSPs in the granule cells.

 ' Fig. 34 shows intracellularly recorded responses of a neuron located
in the GCL to LOT (A)-, AC (LB) and DPC (C) stimulation (upper traces),' '•

together with the field potentials in the middle area of the GCL (;ower
traees•>. Resting membrane potentlal of thisU t/1/fwas -6o mv. single

suprarnaximql LOT stimulation produced a prolonged EPSP vÅëith a spike

discharge in this GCL neuron. The onset latency and the peak amplitude
of the EPSP were 2.4 msec and 8 mV respectively. This neuron was
                              'classiÅíied as a type 1 GCL neuron beeause conditioning LOT stimulation
                                                 'depressed the test LOT evoked EPSP (Mori & Takagi, 1978a). Zn thi.s neuron,
                                                                      'single $hQck to AC also caused an EPSP with an onst latency of 4 msec
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and a peak amplitude of 6 mV (B). It can be seen in Fig. 34C that a single
                                                   'shock to DPC also generated an EPSP with a spike discharge in this GCL
eell.. The EPSP had a relatively lorig onset !atency (14 msec) and a

slow rise time. The peak amplitude of the EPSP was 11 rnV. Stable

intracellular recordings were obtained from 18 type 1 GCL neurons with
resting membrane potential frotu -40 mV to --70 rnV. rn all'  of these 18
                                               '                                  'neurons, both AC and DPC stimulation elicited EPSPs. Repetitiye stimulation
                                       '                 '                                             'delivered to AC or DPC has sum!native effects on the EPSPs in the GCL

neurons. rt is interesting to note that LOT stimulation invariably elieited
          'a single or train of spike superimposed on prolonged E?SPs in all 18 GCL
                                                 t.neurons, while, out of these cells, spike generation occured in only one
                                                                       'cell by AC stirnulation and in only 3 cells by DPC stinuZation. Zt can
                                                                           '                                                                    'also be seen in Fig. 34B and C that EPSPs in the type 1 GCL cell correspond

in time with the negative extracellular field potential tn the GCL. This
                                                                    'suggests that the negative wave elicited in the GCL by AC and DPC sttmulatien
is Tnainly due to depolarization of the type 1 GCL cells (presumably thG '
          '                                                  'granule eells). • '
                   ' gt9sR9gsg-ff9EE-g!2A:gL!291!l,Esoseofltraleells

                                                                          '                                                              '     Vifhen a micropippete was in the mitral cell layter (which was.determined

by the •reversal of the polarity of component 2 of the LOT evoked field
          '                        'potential), it often penetrated one or two eells which showed an antidromic
                                                                'spike potential with latency oÅí less than 2 rnsec following LOT stimulation.

From the location of cell bodys and their axonal projection to LOT, these
                  'eel!s were identified as mitral cells. Fig. 35 shows intracellular
                                                 'responses oÅí a mitral cell to LOT (A), AC (B) and DPC (.C) stirnulation

(lupper traces)L together with the eorres.ponding field potentials recorded

just outside the cell (.middle traces). The lower traces show simultaneously

reeorded field potentials in the middle areadLof thecLGCL. !n agreement with

previous s•tudies (-Mori and Takagi, 1975, 1977/? 1978hi Phillps et al. 1963;
            '        tt tYamamoto et al, 1963>, an antidromic spike and a subsequent long lasting
                      'IPSP were eZicited by LOT stimulation CA)r and a $lowly deve!oping TPSP by

AC stimulation (IC). As shown in Fig. 3SC, three shocks to DPC also produced

q slow-ly developing IPSP in thi.s mitTal eell. The onset latency of the
                                                      'DPC--evoked rPSP from the initial $hock was 23 tusec which is much longer

                            ttthan that of the AC-evoked IPSP (.9 msec in Fig. 35B). The peak amplitudes of
                                                                       '                                                               'DPC-evoked rPSP and AC-evoked IPSP were 8 mV, qnd 9 mV, and the durations

were 70 msec and 65 msec respectively. The amplitude of the DPC-evoked
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                                                                     '  'IPSP grew when the nurnber of shocks are increased just as the case for the

AC-evoked lPSP. , .•                     '                                                                    '     When the intracellular response •to DPC stimulation was cheeked in 23
       '                                                                 '                                                     '          'antidromically identified rnitral cells, clear IPSPs were found in all
                                                          'of theTn. In all of these 23 mitral cells, stimulation. of AC also produced

                                      tt t!PSPs. rt can be seen in Fig. 35C that the onset of the D.PC-evoked TPSP
                                                               'oceured about 8 msec after the onset of the pegative field potential in
                                                                         'the GCL, suggesting that there may be inhibitory interneurons responsible
          '                   'for the mitral eell IPSP. A similar relationship was also seen between
                                                          r                                                       '                          ttthe onset of the AC-evoked IPSPs in the mitral cells and onset of the '

AC-evoked field potential in the GCL; for example in Fig. 7B, the former

was about6msec iater than the latter. ' . . ''  •     Fig. 36A shows a poststimulus--time histograrn of an extracellularly

recorded mitral cell activity following single DPC stimulation. The field
potential in the GCL ('B) and an intracellular response of another mitral

cell are also shown with the same time scale as in A. In extracellular
recordings, the nitral cells were identified by their spike potentials
responding with a br.ief (less than 2 msec) and invariable latency to LOT

stimulation. Though the rate of spontaneous diseharges of mitral cells
was quite low in our experimental conditions, the histogram whieh was

constructed from 30 sweeps clearly shows an inhibition of the mitral cell

spike activity for about 55 msec in the case of singie DPC stimulation.
                                                                 tttFig. 36A and B indicate that the onset of the inhibition occured about 10

msec later than that of the negative potentia! in the GCL. In contrast to
this, Fig. 36A and C show that the inhibition of rnitral eell activity

corre.sponds well in time with the occurence of !PSPs in mitral cells.
                                               'Following DPC stiTnulation, sueh an inhibition was seen in all of the 22
           '                                        'extraeellularly recorded mitral cells. After this pro!onged inhibition,
                  'rebound discharges appeared in about half of the mitral cell$ as shown in

                                                            '                                                              '     IPSPs in the mitral cells were also found when the deep lying
                         '                                                                   'structures of the LOT projection areas other than the DPC (e.g. olfaetory

tuberele)n were stimulated. In a few experiments, intracellular potentials

of the mitral cells elicited by the lateral hypothalami.e area stimulation

were examined. Though the lateral hypothalamic area stimulation evoked a

small negattve field potential in the GCL, it failed to elieit deteetable

potenttal changes in the mitral cells. Presumably it is due to an insufficient
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                           '                                                                       'depolarization of the inhibitory interneurons for aetivating thei.r synapses on '

                 '                                                                           'the mitral cells. • .- •' • . •
                                      '                                    t                            E--3, DISCUSSION
                                                                      '                                     '     The areas, s4mulation of which caused the component 1 (antid.romic

activation of the mitral cells) and the component 2 (subsequent depolarization
         'of the granule ceils through mitral-to-granule dendrodendritic synapses) '
 '                                   '                                                   'of the field potential in the rabbit olfactory bulb (Fig. 31) are in
                                                    'agreement with the projection areas of the mitral (and tufted) cell axons

reported in the . '' " anatomical investigations (Broadwell, 1975; Heimer,
                  tt1968; Scalia, 1966; Scalia & Winans, 197.5). These areas are the superficial
                                '                            'layers of; the anterior olfactory nucleus, the entire prepyriform cortex,
                      'mediolateral surface of the olfactory tubercle, the antero-lateral half

of the cortical amygdaloid nucleus, and the anterolateral portion of the
                                     'entorhinal eortex. It should be noted that the cornponen.ts 1 and 2 of the field
                                                               'potential could be elicited only when the superficial layers of these basal
                            '                                                           '                                          'rhinencephalons were stimulated. Stirnulation of the deep lying structures of

the same areas failed to activate the mitral cells antidromically. This
result supports the anatomical observations that bulbar efferent fibers
                                                               'terminate predominantly in the superficial layer (Jayer IA) of the
olfactory cortex (Broadwell, 1975; Price, 1973). '
     A negative field potential was elicited in the GCL of the olfactory
   '                                                            'bulb by DPC stimulation. In contrast to the components 1 and 2, the mitral
                  '                                   '(or tufted)L cell axons are not involved in the neuronal pathway for evoking

the negative field potential. In agreement with the previous investigations

in the cat and the ferret, stimulation of the deep lying structures of

all the LOT projection areas elieited similar negative field potentia!s in

the GCL of the olfactory bulb. Stimulation of AC or lateral hypothalamic

area also elicited q negative fÅ}eld potential in the GCL. Price and Powell
  '(.l9.7Q)L reported three types of extrinsic fibers from the telencephalon to the

olfactory bulb. The first is the fibers of the AC that end upon the deep
                                          'dendrites and somata of the. granule cells. The second is the fibers from
                                                    '                                                                '                                                   '                               '        'the Å}psilateral anterior olfactory nucleus that end upon the peripheral '

processes, somata and deep dendrites of the granule cells. The third is
                                                                    '             'the centrifugal fibers which arise from the ipsilateral nueleus of the

horizontal limb of the diagonal band, run fowared. in the LOT and terminate
                                                                 'upon the peripheral processes of the granule ce!ls. . In addition to these
                   'fibers, recent histological investigations, using the horseradish peroxidase
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                                                            tt                                                       '                           '  '                                                    'method, reported the origins of other centrif,ugal fibers to the olfactory

bulb; i.e. the anterior prepyriform cortex, the far laceral preoptic area
and the rostral hypotha!amic area in, the rabbit (Dennis & Kerr, 1968) and
                                  'the anterior oifactory cortex aRd the olfactory tubercle in the cat (Dennis
                                         'S."::i ',:2•g6k5"."flg:"gr.s.t:21g.;2",t;2,iO rhg by'b and the. siFes of termi?gri.on

..

 rt has been postulated that the AC stimuiation elicits EPSPs in the , ..,'•

somata and deep dendrites of the granule eells and these EPSPs,are ' .'  .•

responsible for the negative field potential in the GCL (Mori & Takagi, 1977,

1978b).'  The Åíollowing observations reported in this paper suggest that stimu-
                                                    t ttiation of DPC also elicits synaptic depolarization in the somata and dendrites

of the same populations of granule cells in the GCL, i.e. '
1. DPC stimulation produced a series of potentials in the different depths'

of the olfactory bulb which were quite similar in the shape and polarity

to those produced by AC stimulation Cnegative potential.in the GCL and

positive one in the EPL), suggesting that there may be a synaptic depolari-
                                                                          'zation in the GCL Åíollowing DPC stimuiation. '
                                                                '                             '2. DPC stimulation produeed EPSPs in the type 1 GCL cells (presumably the
                                                            '  'granule eells) in which AC stimulation also produced EPSPs. Furthermore,
the DPC-evoked EPSPs usually corresponded in time with the occurrence of

the negative field potential in the GCL. This suggests that there is a
synchronous depolarization of many granule cells following DPC stimulation
                                                                       'and the negative potenttals in the GCL may be due to the depolarization of

the granule cells.

     Since stimulation of the deep lying structures of all the LOT
                                                                           '                                                      'projection areas other than the DPC produced extracellular potentials in the

olfactory bulb which are similar in the polarity and shape to the potentials

elicited by• AC and DPC stimulation, it may be suggested that they also elieit
                        '                                   t ttsynaptic depolarization of the dendrites and somata of the granule cells in
the GCL. An anatomical investigation (.1 rice & Powell, 197Q) reported that

some fibers from the pyriform cortex, amygdala and olfactory tubercie pass

forwaTd Å}n the medial forebrain bundle and the association system to the
                                          '                                                               'anteribr olfactory nucleus (AON), where they end in the deeper half of the
                                                            ttexternal plexiform layer. Thus, one can assume one of the possibible
                                                                       'passways which elicit depolarization of the granule eells Åíollowing stimulation
of the deep lying structures oÅí the LOT projection areas; i.e. stirnulation of '.

these areas• may activate the neurons of the AON synaptically and the activated
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                               tt                                                           'AON neurons then cause synaptie depolarization of the granu!e cells. On

                            tt tthe other hand, it has been reported that some neurons in the anterior '

                 t.. .tprepyriform cortex and the olfactory tubercle directly send their axons to
                    '                                    .the olfactory bulb (Broadwell & Jacobowitz, 1976; Dennis & Kerr, !976). It

is not possibZe to determine in the present experiment whether the
                     'cepolarization of the granule cells was elicited monosynaptically or di-
                                               '                                                         ttor poly--synaptically via interneurons (e.g. AON neurons) following stimu-

lation of the deep lying structures of the I,OT projection areas: . '' . .

     As stated above, neurons in the nucleus of the horizontal li!nb of the

diagonal band CNDB)- send their axons to the ipsilateral oifactory bulb
                      'through the LOT and these axons terminate on the peripheral processes of
the granule cells (Price, 1968; Priee & Powell, 1970c, e). !.f the i
                              'peripheral processes of the granule cells receive excitatory inputs from NDB

neurons as ?rice and Powell suggeested, one can expect that stimulation of

NDB would elicit a negative field potential in the EPL apd a positi.ve one

in the GCL. However, in the present investigation, stirnuli delivered to
the region in or near the NDB. generated a small negative field potential

in the GCL which is similar in shape to the one elici.ted by DPC stimulation.

Since, as was pointed out by Price and Powell (1970e, f), there are medial

forebTain bundle fibers running in or near the NDB and these fibers terminate

in the AON, it would be difÅíicult to apply electric shoeks to the NDB

selectively. Thus-, it is very probable that the field potential in the

olfactory bulb elicited by NDB stimulatipn would be masked by the potentials

due to the aetivation of the medial forebrain bundle fibers. It is, therefore,

necessary to seareh for a method to activate the NDB selectively in order
         'to investigate the centrif,ugal input from the NDB to the olfactory bulb.
                'It is interesting to note that stimulation of the lateral hypothalamic area
also elicited a negative field potential in the GCL (Eig. 32). Recent

histological observations of Broadwell and Jacobovgitz (.1976) have pointed out

that the lateral hypothalamie area represents one of the sources of direct
                                                             '                                           '                                                           '                                         '                                                      'centrifugal fibers to the main olfaetory bulb, and they have also suggested

that neurons of lateral hypothalandc area send their axons to the AON. .'
 ' It has been shown that stimulation of the mitral cell axons or of the
                                                                   'AC. fibers elieits depolarization of the presumed granule cells (IMori &
                                                         'Takagi, !977, 1978b)-. The present experiment showed that depolarization of
                                                                           ttthe granule cells coul,d be elicited by stimulation of DPC (and possibly by

stimulation of the deep lying structures of al! the LOT projection areas).
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                                                                       'These results are in agreement with the histological evidence (Price & Powell,
                                                                     '                                                                              '1970c) that all of the extrinsic fibers from the telencephalon appear to
                                                              'terminate upon the granule cells and form asynmetrical synapses with the round

synaptic vesicles. It has been discussed (Shepherd, 1970) that the granule

ceUs in the olfactory bulb and the amacrine cells in the retina are very
similar with respect to the following morphological and physiological '

gharaeteristics. Firstly, both cells lack an a?con..'Secondly, hoth gf

the cells have reciprocal. synapses. Thir.dly, both of them are supposed

to be inhibitory interneurons (Dowling & Boycott, 1966; 1harehiafava, 1976;

Murakami & Shimoda, 1977; Werb!in & Dowling, 1969). The present experiment

added another conmon feature between the granule eells and the amacrine

cells; i.e. both cells reeeive a strong depolarizing action from the
                                  'centrifugal.fibers. !t is well knowR that stimulation of LOT or AC usually
   '                                           'produees IPSPs in the mitral cells. In this study, it was shown that stimula-
                                                                'tion of the deep lying structures of the LOT projection a' reas (e.g. the prepy-
form cortex and the olfactory tubercle) also invariably produced IPSPs in

the mitral cells. rt is noteworthy that the onset and peak-time of AC- or
                    'DPC-evoked IPSPs in the mitral cell were delayed for several milliseconds
                                'from those of EPSPs in presumed granule cells (.cf. Fig. 34 and Fig. 35).

According to the histological investigations (Price & Powell, 1970d; Reese

& ShepheTd, 19.72), almost all the synapses found on the mitral cell dendrites

and somata (-excepting those in or around the glomerular region> are the

reciproeal synapses with the peripheral processes of the graRule cells.
                      'Thus, it may be reasonable to assume that the IPSPs in the mitral cells

elicited by stimulation of the DPC are produced through the activation of

the granule cells just as in the ease of the LOT-evoked or AC-evoked rPSPs

in the •Tnitral cells. Aceording to the present and previous investigations,
 '                                                    'the pathways for eiiciting the mitral cell rPSPs following LOT, AC or DPC
 '
sti Tnulation may be sgmmarized as [ollows; LOT stimulation prQduces EPSPs in

the peripheral processes of the granule cells mainly through the mitral-

to-granule dendrodendritic excitatory synapses, while AC or DPC stimulation
                                     ttmay elicit EPSPs in the somata or dendrites of the granule cells in the GCL.

The activated granule cells in turn causes synaptic inhibition of the mitral

cells through the granule-to-mitral dendrodendritic inhibitory synapses. As

stated above, the anatomical investigations indicated that the granule cells

receive various kinds of extrinsic inputs from the telencephalon directly or

via AON neurons, but the outputs from the granule cells are only the granule--
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to-mitral dendrodendritic synapses. The present experiment suggested that

the granule cells do reeeive excitatory centrifugal influences Åírom various

areas in the basal forebrain (the an.terior cormissure, the deep lyi,ng '.
                 'structures of the LOT projection areas and possibly the lateral hypothalamic
                                              t.area) and that the mitral cells reeeive predominantly inhibitory influences

via the granule cells from these basal forebrain. The functional signi- '
                                                       'ficance of these centrifugal influences upon the mitral cells via the

                                                      ttgranule cells waits for further research. .. • '• • • ••
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                             4. SumRY

                                                       '                                                            '                                                '                                            '                                    '                                                         '     !R the rabblt olfaetory bulb}Ranalysis'has been carried out on

intraeellular potentials recorded from mitral cells and neurons in the
                                                                       'granule cell layer (GCL cells) in addÅ}tion to the extracellular field poten-

tials eZicited by the stimulation of olfactory nerve, lateral olfactory
                                   tttract, anterior comnissure or various regions in the basal foKebrain.'

                                rk ** •                                                   '                                                         '                                         '              '                                               '     Olfactory nerve stimulation elicited fast prepotentiais (FPPs) in

addition to small EPSPs in mitral cells. Analysis of the natures of FPPs
suggests that the primaly dendrite of the mÅ}tral cell has an ability of spike
                                                               ..generation L.....(Section A) ' ' .                                               '                                                  '                                                          '    '                  - "* ft
                                                   t ttt t                                                                   '     Most recordings from mitral cells showed large and 'prolonged IPSPs
subsequent to the antidromic fs-Opiiiett'g)il LC/';heSg5ptkkiptSALf`s'i"de6reased in ampiitude and

then reversed in polarity by progressive increase in hyperpolarizing current

applied intracellularly. They were aceompanied by a prominent and long
lasting conductance increase of the mitral cell rnembrane.

     Reversed IPSPs of mitral eells having quite different time courses

from the original hyperpolarizing IPSPs suggest that the inhibitory synapses
                               'are widely distributed on the soma and dendrites.

     Following LOT stirfiulation, EPSPs could be recorded froTn GCL eells

whose onset latency was approximately O.6 msec shorter than that of
              'mitral cell IPSPs.. Comparison of the behavior of EPSPs in GCL cells and

that of mitral ce!1 !PSPs under various conditions of LOT stimulation
                                                                      '                           '                                                  'suggests that these GCL cells are the inhibitory interneurons mediating

mitral cell inhibition.

     The results support the hypothesis of dendroqendritic pathways for .
                                                                 'activation of granule cells and subsequent inhibition of mitral cells. ......

(Section B)

                                **k
                                                '                                             '                                                                    '     Repetitive LOT stimulation caused a!ternation in the amplitude of

successive rPSPs in mitral cells and EPSPs in presumed granule cells.

The rhythmic oscillations of the membrane potential were also observed

in mitral cells and presumed granule cells during odor stimulation.

Analysis of their behavior and simultaneously recorded indueed waves in
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              '                                                                       '                                                              '                                                      '                                  '                                                          ttthe GCL suggests that dendrodendritic synaptic interactions between mitral

and granule cells may provide the mechanism for the generation of the

rhythmic activity.......(Section C)' . . . . . . .
                                                 '                              '** "At . . .
                                                '                                                    '                                                                 '     Most mitral cell recordings showed IPSPs with latency of 7-11 msec
                                                          'following AC stimulation. These IPSPs had similar sensitivity as the
IPSPs evoked by lateral olfactory tract (LOT) stimulatioh' to internally
    '                                                              ':Xgiscg..C"pgl:;:..l.."gd .S.h.OW.ggteSYrrmretricai .revgrsal duripg a?plication of

                                           '                                          '                                                                       '              '          '                                     '     Volleys in the AC elieited EPSPs in typ.e 1 GCL eells whose characteristics
                                                             'were in agreement with those of inhibitory interneurons inferred from the

analyses of mitral celZ rPSPs. rt has been suggested that these type 1 '
GCL cells may be the common inhibitory interneurons (presurnably granule

cells) rnediating both AC-evoked and LOT-evoked IPSPs in mitral cells.
                                                                     '                                  '                                                                 '                                    '                                                       '     Conditioning AC stimulation depressed the test LOT-evoked IPSPs in

mitral cells and test LOT-evoked EPSPs in type 1 GCL cells. These
observations are in good agreement with the hypothesis that LOT-evoked

IPSPs are mainly mediated by the dendrodendritic reciprocal synapses

between mitral cell dendrites and peripheral processes of granule cells.
......(Section D)

                                * rk *
                                                        '                                                  '     Regions which exert centrifugal influences on the olfactory bulb

activity were studied applying systematic stimulation to various areas of

the ipsilateral telencephalon in the rabbit. By delivering electrÅ}c

stimuli to the anterior commissure (AC), the deep lying structures in
                                                                    ttthe projection areas of the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) and the medial
                                                            '                                         '     'forebrain bundle situated between the lateral hypothalamic area and the

                              ttlateral preoptic area, negative field potentials were evoked in the ' '

granule cell layer (GCL) of the bu!b. • • '
                             '  . Intracgl.lular recordings from the mitral cells and the GCL ,.
neurons in the olfaetory bulb were performed in order to elarify the modes

of the centrifugal influences on the olfactory bulb neurons.

     E?SPs were reeorded in the GCL neurons by stimulation of the

deep lying structure of the prepyriform cortex. The onset time and

duration of the EPSPs corresponded well to those of the negative field
                                              'potentials in the GCL. Thus, it was suggested that these negative potentials

were caused by the EPSPs of the number of granule cells. • • '
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     In almost all of the mitral cells, IPSPs were reco.rded by $tirnu!ation

of the AC and the deep lying structures of the LOT projection areas. The
                            'onsets of the !PSPs were found with delays of several milliseconds from

                    ttthose of the negatÅ}ve field potentials in the GCL.'' '• •' . , ''
                                                            '                               tt                        '    '     rt was postulated that the excitation of the centrifugal system
               '                                                 '                 '                      'mainly exerts a depressive influence on the activity of the mitral cell?
                                                          '                                                         '                                                               'and that the GCL neuron (presumably the granule cell) seems to be an.

                                                            .inhibitory interneuron interpolated between the extrinsie fibers from
                                                             '                                                        tt                                                  tt                                                    'the teleneephalon and the mitral eell.......(Section E) '
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